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Abstract 

Hiking trail research focuses mainly on environmental impacts caused by 

their usage. However only a few studies analyze consumers (hikers) 

who cause those impacts. The article aims to fill the gap in hiking trail 

research by determining the crucial factors influencing hikers´ decision to 

choose a concrete hiking trail. The research was conducted in 

landscape protected areas in the Czech Republic. To reveal the key 

factor influencing hikers´ decision the logistic regression is used. Among 

studied factors belong gender, age, profession, the highest obtained 

education and the reason for being in the landscape protected area. 

According to the main reasons for choosing the concrete hiking trail six 

models of logistic regression are tested and analyzed. The analyses 

reveal for example that men tent more than women to choose hiking trail 

according to landscape appearance, its surrounding by forest, its 

location and availability. On contrary, women tent more than men to 

choose the trail according to concrete objects. Results of the research 

will serve for landscape protected areas management as the bases for 

hiking trail development and management. 

 

Key words: hiking trail; hiker; hiker´s decision; landscape protected area 
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Souhrn 

Výzkum turistických tras se zaměřuje zejména na dopady na životní 

prostředí způsobené jejich užíváním. Pouze pár studií analyzuje 

konzumenty – turisty, kteří tyto dopady způsobují. Článek pomáhá 

doplnit informace ve výzkumu turistických tras vyhodnocením klíčových 

faktorů, které ovlivňují turistu při výběru konkrétní turistické trasy. 

Výzkum byl prováděn ve chráněných krajinných oblastech České 

republiky. Pro odhalení klíčových faktorů ovlivňujících turistovo 

rozhodnutí byla použita logistická regrese. Mezi studované faktory patří 

pohlaví, věk, profese, nejvyšší získané vzdělaní a důvody návštěvy 

chraněné krajinné oblasti. Ohledně důvodů pro volbu konkretní turistické 

trasy bylo testováno šest modelů logistické regrese. Analýza například 

odhaluje, že muži vybírají více než ženy trasy dle okolní přírody, 

obklopení trasy lesem, jejího umístění a dostupnosti. Naopak ženy více 

než muži volí trasy dle konkrétních objektů. Výsledky výzkumu mohou 

sloužit pro vedení správ chráněných krajinných oblastí při plánování a 

strategii rozvoje cestovního ruchu. 

 

Klíčová slova: turistická trasa; turista; turistovo rozhodnutí; chráněná 

krajinná oblast 

 

Introduction  

Tourism in landscape protected areas has been intimately related for 

centuries with notable implication since the establishment of 

Yellowstone, the first national park (Ching & Yusoff, 2010). Since the 

first national parks were designed, they have been given a double role 

both as destinations of nature conservation and tourism. Berzina-Livina 

(2008) point out that nature-based tourism creates 50% of all 

international tourism in Europe and increases 10 -30% per year with 

global spending increases by 2% per year. According to Gray, Duwors, 

Villeneuve, Boyd, & Legg (2003) nature-based tourism has received a 
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great deal of attention in recent years and creates an effective way to 

ensure sustainable development for nature reserves.  

 

In recent years the role of protected area in society has been re-

evaluated. The cost of preservation compete the public need and 

increasing demand for land and sources place pressure on governments 

(Walpole, Goodwin, & Ward, 1999). Wood, Glasson, Carlsen, & Hopkins 

(2006) summarize the findings of several researches and points out that 

parks often supply the most important part on the nature-based tourism 

experience however capture very little of economic benefits. The 

majority of protected areas charge low entrance fee and these revenues 

cover only a part of the costs of management. Consequently 

government lack hard fiscal evidence to justify the allocation of public 

funds to park management despite its importance of tourism. Walpole, 

Goodwin, & Ward (1999) adds that protected areas do not generate 

significant direct revenues. According to Eagles, McCool, & Haynes 

(2002) this type of tourism requires explanatory materials (e.g. guides, 

booklets), interpretive facilities (e.g. in visitor centres) and interpretive 

guiding (e.g. ecotours) which increases the expectations of service 

quality in protected areas, and raises political pressure for greater 

protection of cultural and natural heritage.  

 

Tourism in protected areas brings not only economic increase but also 

various impacts on the nature and its environment (Kuss & Morgan, 

1980; Hall, 1994; Sun & Walsh, 1998; Green, 1998). Although 

recreational experiences are affected by a variety of setting attributes, 

including social, managerial, and natural factors, ecological impacts are 

rated among the most important (Floyd, Jang, & Noe, 1997). The hiking 

trails are linkages between visitors and nature, so they concentrate most 

of the adverse impacts such as trampling problems caused by visiting 

(Symmonds, Hammitt, & Quisenberry, 2000). Trampling problems 
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usually result in vegetation loss, soil compactions, erosion, landscape 

degradation (Wenjun, Xiaodong, & Chunyan, 2005). The most common 

forms of recreational use impacts on trails include soil erosion, 

muddiness, trail extension and widening, vegetation damage, litter, and 

fire rings (Marion, Roggenbuck, & Manning, 1993; Hendee, Stankey, & 

Lucas, 1990). 

 

Many trail impact problems are the results of poor planning and location 

rather than higher impacting types or amounts of use. Among common 

impact problems ranks poorly located trails, deficient construction or trail 

maintenance, lack of trail condition standards and monitoring (Marion, 

Roggenbuck, & Manning, 1993). Another trail problem is caused by 

group of visitors who wish to make new trail to enjoy more unfamiliar wild 

nature (Wenjun, Xiaodong, & Chunyan, 2005). 

Without proper research, managers cannot predict how more visitors or 

new activities will affect primary conservation values, or select visitors. 

The same as resource-management tools that minimize both - 

degradation of natural environment and intrusion on visitor experience 

(Buckley, 1994). 

 

Methodology used in the studies varied a lot. The commonly used 

technique is GIS. The GIS technique was used by Tomczyk (2011), 

Chiou, Tsai, & Lejny (2010), Reed, Ainsworth, Wilson, Mixon, & Cook 

(2004), Kliskey (1998), Xiang (1996). Only a few studies focus on 

tourists themselves. Among these belong Lynn & Brown (2003) who 

measured the effects of recreational use on the hiking trail experience or 

Wolf, Hagenloh, & Croft (2012) who monitored the tourists along the 

hiking trails and discussed the advantages of monitoring methods. 

 

Many studies, as demonstrated at above literature review, focus on 

environmental impacts however only a few of them focuses on the 
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consumer (hiker, tourist) who causes these unwanted impacts. To 

manage the undesirable environmental impacts it is crucial to get 

knowledge of consumer (hiker) behavior. The presented research aims 

to determine reasons of consumer to choose concrete hiking trail and 

determine the key factors influencing hiker’s decision of using a hiking 

trail in landscape protected areas in the Czech Republic, the country 

with the highest density of hiking trails. 

 

Materials and methods 

2.1. Studied area 

The survey was conducted in four landscape protected areas selected 

near the capital Prague - LPA Kokořínsko, LPA Železné Hory, LPA 

Český Kras and LPA Blaník. LPA Blaník is the smallest one with the 

surface 40.31 km2, followed by  LPA Český Kras – 132.25 km2, LPA 

Kokořínsko 272.66 km2 and LPA Železné Hory 285.87 km2. More then 

70% of each LPA is formed by forests and unwatered plough lands. 

Location of the studied landscape protected areas is shown in map 1.  

 

Map 1 Location of protected landscape areas 
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Characteristics of respondents 

Respondents asked in the survey are women (53.8%) and men (46.2 %) 

with average age 35 years. The most of respondents reach university 

degree (41.6%) and high school education (40.6%). 6.7% of hikers 

reach only elementary education, 9.2% reach technical institute degree. 

Without any education there are 1.8% of hikers.  

The main motivation for hikers coming to LPAs is being in the nature 

(46.0 %). For natural and cultural sightseeing come 26.3% of hikers, for 

sport activities 10.4% of hikers. 6.7% of hikers come to visit their 

relatives and friends. The lowest number of hikers come for business 

purposes (3.5%) and 6.5 % stop in LPA on their way to other 

destinations. 

 

Most hikers choose the hiking trail according to landscape appearance 

(57 %). Concrete objects close to the chosen trail or on the trail are 

important for 51.7% of hikers. For significant part of hikers (32.8 %) it is 

important that the trails lead through forest. The length of trail signifies 

important reason for choosing the hiking trail for 13.4% of hikers. The 

accessibility of the trail is significant for 11.8 % of hikers and the location 

of starting point and finish of the trail influence the decision of 10.4 % of 

hikers. 

 

Gathering information and logistic regression 

 

For the data collection there was chosen a method, which combines 

self-administred data collection (questionnaire is filled without the 

presence of the investigator) and other-administred data collection. The 

data collection was effectuated on the crossroads of hiking trails during 

the summer 2011.  

Chi-square test (p-value 0,198) shows that the representation of hikers 

interviewed in the research and the real representation of hikers 
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according to the demographic characteristics is not different, so the 

results of that research may be considered as valuable. 

Hikers were questioned about the reasons to choose a hiking trail. They 

were offered 8 possible answers and asked to mark 3 most important 

ones. Among the possible answers were: 

 Length of trail 

 Landscape appearance  

 Trail leading through forest 

 Concrete objects (natural and cultural sightseeing) 

 Location of starting point and finish 

 Good transport accessibility 

 Other 

These answers represent the dependent variable in the estimated logit 

models. The independent variables correspond to the factors that may 

influence hikers´ decision. Therefore hikers were asked about their 

gender, age, the highest obtained education, profession and reasons for 

visiting landscape protected area.  

In total 443 questioners were elaborated in SPSS and finally estimated 6 

models of logistic regression. The general model function is 

characterized as follows: 

ln (p/ (1-p) ) = α + β1 (gender) + β2 (age) + β3 (education) + β4 (profession) + β5 (reasons for 

visiting LPA) + e, where                                                                                      

 (1) 

ln (p/ (1-p) ) is logit or log odds ratio of dependent variable,α is constant,β is coefficient of 

dependent variable,e is error term. 

The independent categorical variables are subsequently coded 

according to the studied variables. Category of Gender is coded as: 

Gender (1) – man; the reference category for Gender is woman. 

Education is coded as Education (1) – elementary; Education (2) – high 

school; Education (3) – college/technical institute; Education (4) – 

university;  the reference category for Education are hikers without any 
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education. Profession is coded as follows: Profession (1) – 

agriculture/forestry; Profession (2) – industry; Profession (3) – 

ecology/environmental sphere; Profession (4) – architecture and 

landscape planning; the reference category for Profession is non-natural 

profession. Reasons to visits LPA are coded as: Reasons to visit LPA (1) 

– being in nature; Reasons to visit LPA (2) – natural/cultural sightseeing; 

Reasons to visit LPA (3) – sport; Reasons to visit LPA (4) – visiting 

friends/relatives; Reasons to visit LPA (5) – business trip; the reference 

category for Reasons to visit is represented by hikers on their overstop 

on the way to other destination. 

 

All analyzed models are tested by Chi – square test, -2 log likelihood 

ration as a measure of how well the estimated model fits the likelihood. 

There are used also tests that explain the variability of the dependent 

variable Cox&Snell R Square and Nagelkerke R Square (for more see 

Nagelkerke, 1991). Cox&Snell R Square,  Nagelkerke R Square and – 2 

log likelihood are for guidance only since they can take moderate or low 

levels, even when the estimated model could be appropriate and useful, 

due to the fact that the dependent variable is categorical (Pardo & Ruiz, 

2002). Finally the Hosmer and Lemeshow test was applied (for more see 

Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989). 

 

Results and discussion 

1) Models of logistic regression  

Model 1: Trail length 

Logit (trail length) = – 2.071 – 0.185 Reason to visit (1) – 0.581 Reason 

to visit (2) + 0.023 to visit (3) + 0.358 Reason to visit (4) – 0.659 Reason 

to visit (5) + 0.226 Gender – 0.009 Age + 0.748 Education (1) – 0.42 

Education (2) – 0.141 Education (3) + 0.289 Education (4) + 1.333 

Profession (1) + 0.180 Profession (2) + 1.190 Profession (3) + 0.513 

Profession (4)  
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Chi-square 16,997 

-2 Log likehood 234,056 

Cox&Snell R Square 0,038 

Nagelkerke R Square 0,071 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test (sig.) 0,865 

Percent of Right Prediction 86,6 

 

The model 1 reveals that the only parameter of profession is statistically 

significant. According to the result the odd that hikers choose the hiking 

trail according to its length is 3.79 times higher for hikers employed in 

agriculture and forestry and 3.29 times higher for hikers employed in 

environmental sphere than for hikers employed in non-natural 

professions. 

 

Model 2: Landscape Appearance 

Logit (landscape appearance) = 1.120 + 0.161 Reason to visit (1) – 

0.419 Reason to visit (2) + 0.214 Reason to visit (3) – 1.269 Reason to 

visit (4) – 1.094 Reason to visit (5) + 0.284 Gender – 0.010 Age – 1.053 

Education (1) – 1.296 Education (2) – 1.030 Education (3) – 1.270 

Education (4) + 1.634 Profession (1) – 0.190 Profession (2) + 0.457 

Profession (3) – 0.105 Profession (4)  
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Chi-square 30,180 

-2 Log likehood 561,463 

Cox&Snell R Square 0,067 

Nagelkerke R Square 0,090 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test (sig.) 0,335 

Percent of Right Prediction 63,5 

 

Analysis of model parameters reveals that hikers with an education are 

less likely to choose the hiking trail according to landscape appearance; 

however this parameter is not statistically significant. According to the 

statistical significance the model reveals that 1 % increase on scale of 

business trip being a reason to visit LPAs caused 0.2% decrease of odd 

that hikers choose the hiking trail according to its landscape 

appearance. On the other hand there is proved statistically significant 

increase of odd that hikers choose hiking trail according to its landscape 

appearance by hikers employed in agriculture, the odd of these hikers is 

5.126 higher than the one of hikers employed in non-natural professions. 

 

Model 3: Trail leading through forest 

Logit (forest) = – 1.563 – 0.895 Reason to visit (1) – 0.166 Reason to 

visit (2) + 0.868 Reason to visit (3) + 0.258 Reason to visit (4) + 0.359 

Reason to visit (5) + 0.353 Gender – 0.009 Age + 1.304 Education (1) – 

0.402 Education (2) – 0.181 Education (3) + 0.500 Education (4) + 0.954 

Profession (1) – 0.071 Profession (2) – 0.358 Profession (3) – 1.794 

Profession (4)  
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Chi-square 38,066 

-2 Log likehood 509,864 

Cox&Snell R Square 0,084 

Nagelkerke R Square 0,117 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test  (sig.) 0,366 

Percent of Right Prediction 69,7 

 

The model 3 results reveal that in spite of model being significant, the 

parameters are mainly insignificant. Statistically significant on the level α 

= 0.1 is the parameter Reason to visit (1), which indicates that the odd 

for choosing the hiking trail according to its surrounding by forest is 

2.446 higher for hikers coming to LPA for being in nature than for hikers 

just stopping on their way to other destination. 

 

Model 4:  Concrete objects 

Logit (concrete objects) = 0.590 – 0.316 Reason to visit (1) + 0.813 

Reason to visit (2) + 0.442 Reason to visit (3) + 0.086 Reason to visit (4) 

– 0.952 Reason to visit (5) – 0.287 Gender – 0.003 Age – 1.728 

Education (1) – 0.374 Education (2) – 0.179 Education (3) + 0.320 

Education (4) + 0.372 Profession (1) – 0.085 Profession (2) – 0.635 

Profession (3) – 0.493 Profession (4)  
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Chi-square 37,100 

-2 Log likehood 565,646 

Cox&Snell R Square 0,082 

Nagelkerke R Square 0,110 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test  (sig.) 0,820 

Percent of Right Prediction 63,0 

 

The odd of being a concrete object as reason for choosing a hiking trail 

is 2,255 higher for hikers coming to LPA for visiting natural and cultural 

sightseeing than for hikers stopping on their way to another destination 

(significant on α = 0.1).  There is also statistically proved (α = 0.1) that 

hikers with elementary education tent less to choose hiking trail 

according to concrete objects than hikers with no education, the odds 

ratio is 0.178. The β coefficients of education shows that education of 

the hikers corresponds to decline of logit to choose hiking trail according 

to concrete objects. 

 

Model 5: Start – Finish 

Logit (start - finish) = –  2.935 + 1.421 Reason to visit (1) + 1.226 

Reason to visit (2) + 0.677 Reason to visit (3) – 0.244 Reason to visit (4) 

– 1.359 Reason to visit (5) + 0.583 Gender – 0.023 Age + 0.819 

Education (1) + 0.297 Education (2) + 0.544 Education (3) + 0.154 

Education (4) – 19.166 Profession (1) – 0.102 Profession (2) – 19.618 

Profession (3) – 0.528 Profession (4)  
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Chi-square 25,889 

-2 Log likehood 288,022 

Cox&Snell R Square 0,058 

Nagelkerke R Square 0,113 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test  (sig.) 0,768 

Percent of Right Prediction 88,2 

 

The analysis of model parameter reveals only one statistically significant 

parameter (on the level α = 0.1) is the parameter of gender. The odd for 

choosing a hiking trail according to its position start and finish is 1.791 

times higher by men than by women. The β coefficients of education in 

the model equation shows that educated hikers are more likely decided 

according to trail localization than hikers without any education. 

 

Model 6: Accessibility 

Logit (accessibility) = –  20.141 – 0.611 Reason to visit (1) – 1.234 

Reason to visit (2) – 0.193 Reason to visit (3) – 1.821 Reason to visit (4) 

– 0.019 Reason to visit (5) + 0.603 Gender – 0.034 Age + 19.432 

Education (1) + 19.483 Education (2) + 19.590 Education (3) + 19.658 

Education (4) + 0.651 Profession (1) – 0.137 Profession (2) – 0.427 

Profession (3) – 19.165 Profession (4)  

 

Chi-square 21,155 

-2 Log likehood 267,764 

Cox&Snell R Square 0,048 

Nagelkerke R Square 0,098 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test  (sig.) 0,248 
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Percent of Right Prediction 89,6 

 

Statistically significant results of the model 6 shows that the odd of 

choosing hiking trail according to its accessibility is 1.828 times higher by 

men than by women (on the level α = 0.1).  The age is also statistically 

significant parameter in analyzed model. One year increase in the age 

leads to decision based on accessibility less likely (expβ = 0.966).  Also 

hikers, coming to LPAs for cultural and natural sightseeing, tent to 

decide according to the accessibility less than hikers stopping on their 

way. The odd ration in this particular case is 0.291. 

 

2)  Analysis of hikers´ characteristics  

Detailed descriptions of all analyzed factors that may influence hikers´ 

decision of choosing hiking trail are demonstrated in Table 1 and Table 

2.  

 

Reasons for visiting LPA  

The increase of visitors coming to LPA for being in the nature in 

comparison to those who just stop on their way to another destination 

leads to higher odd of deciding about hiking trail according to landscape 

appearance, surrounding by forest and its location. On the other hand 

the increase of hikers stopping on their way in comparison to those who 

come to LPA for being in the nature leads to higher odd of deciding 

about hiking trail according to trail length, concrete objects and 

accessibility. 

 

Consequently there can be derived other relations regarding reasons to 

visit LPA in comparison to stopping in LPA. The increase of hikers 

coming to LPA for natural and cultural sightseeing leads to higher odd of 

choosing a trail according to concrete objects and location, and lower 

odd of choosing a hiking trail according to trail length, landscape 
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appearance, forest and accessibility. The increase of hikers coming to 

LPA for sport activities leads to higher odd of choosing trail according to 

concrete objects, location, forest and lower odd of choosing the hiking 

trail according to its accessibility (see Table 1). 

 

Age 

One year increase in the age of hikers leads to lower odd that hikers 

choose hiking trail according to its length, surrounding by forest, 

concrete objects, its location (start and finish) and its availability. 

However the same increase in the age leads to higher odd they choose  

hiking trail according to landscape appearance. 

 

Gender 

To compare decision made by men and women about hiking trail, the 

results show that men tent more than women to choose hiking trail 

according to landscape appearance, surroundings by forest, its location 

and availability. On contrary, women tent more than men to choose trail 

according to concrete objects. 

 

Education 

In respect of education and comparison of educated and not educated 

hikers, the results reveal that hikers with elementary education tent more 

decide about hiking trail according concrete objects, accessibility, trail 

length and forest. On contrary these hikers tent less to decide according 

to location and landscape appearance. The increase of hikers with high 

school education leads to higher odd of making decision based on 

concrete objects, accessibility, forest, and lower odd of other reasons for 

visiting LPA. Increase of hikers with the highest education gained on 

technical institute provokes higher odd of making decision based on 

concrete objects and accessibility. Higher odd of choosing trail according 

to concrete objects, accessibility, trail length and forest is connected with 
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increase of hikers with university education. Lower odd is consequently 

connected to other reasons of LPA visit. 

 

Profession 

Analysis of the model reveals that the odd of choosing trail according to 

any kind of reasons to visit LPA is higher by hikers employed in 

agriculture than by those employed in non-natural professions. Increase 

of tourists employed in industry and construction leads to higher odd of 

decision making process based on trail length, concrete objects and 

location. Increase of hikers employed in ecology and environmental 

sphere leads to higher decision based on trail length, concrete objects, 

location and landscape appearance. Increase of hikers employed in 

landscape planning leads to higher decision based on trail length, 

location and accessibility (see Table 2). 

 

Table 1 Factors influencing hikers´ decision 

  M1: Trail Length M2: Landscape 
Appereance 

M3: Forest 

  Sig. Exp(B) Sig. Exp(B) Sig. Exp(B) 

Reasons to visit PLA .641   .003**   .005**   

Reasons to visit PLA(1) 
being in nature 

.742 .831 .705 1.175 .070* 2.446 

Reasons to visit PLA(2) 
Natural/cultural 
sightseeing  

.342 .559 .343 .657 .754 .847 

Reasons to visit PLA(3) 
sport 

.972 1.023 .678 1.238 .128 2.381 

Reasons to visit PLA(4) 
visiting friends/relaives 

.613 1.430 .027** .281 .687 1.295 

Reasons to visit PLA(5) 
business trip 

.488 .517 .117 .335 .640 1.432 
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Gender .461 .797 .177 1.329 .118 1.423 

Age .511 .991 .245 1.010 .361 .991 

Education .594   .623   .144   

Education (1) 
elementary 

.531 2.112 .266 .349 .168 3.686 

Education (2) high 
school 

.971 .959 .145 .274 .650 1.495 

Education (3) college / 
technical institute 

.910 .869 .269 .357 .849 .834 

Education (4) university .802 1.336 .153 .281 .572 1.649 

Profession .087*   .199   .221   

Profession (1) 
agriculture/forestry 

.046** 3.791 .045** 5.126 .119 2.597 

Profession (2) 
industry/construction 

.621 1.198 .434 .827 .788 .932 

Profession(3) 
ecology/enviromental 
sphere 

.026** 3.286 .333 1.579 .477 .699 

Profession(4) landscape 
planning 

.560 1.670 .876 .900 .112 .166 

Constant .171 .198 .225 3.066 .100 .210 

 

Table 2 Factors influencing hikers´ decision 

  M4: Concrete Objects M5: Start - Finish M6: Accessibility 

  Sig. Exp(B) Sig. Exp(B) Sig. Exp(B) 

Reasons to visit PLA .000**   .380   .240   

Reasons to visit PLA(1) 
being in nature 

.446 .729 .175 4.40 .278 .543 

Reasons to visit PLA(2) 
Natural/cultural 
sightseeing  

.066* 2.255 .253 3.08 .057* .291 
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Reasons to visit PLA(3) 
sport 

.382 1.556 .564 1.67 .776 .825 

Reasons to visit PLA(4) 
visiting friends/relaives 

.875 1.090 .867 .784 .114 .162 

Reasons to visit PLA(5) 
business trip 

.167 .386 .362 3.94 .984 .981 

Gender .174 .750 .077* 1.91 .089* 1.28 

Age .771 .997 .115 .977 .031** .966 

Education .056*   .840   .992   

Education (1) 
elementary 

.051* .178 .507 2.69 .999 2.747 

Education (2) high 
school 

.639 .688 .799 1.46 .999 2.891 

Education (3) college / 
technical institute 

.832 .837 .655 1.23 .999 3.220 

Education (4) university .688 .726 .896 1.66 .999 .344 

Profession .594   .987   .877   

Profession (1) 
agriculture/forestry 

.543 1.451 .999 .000 .437 1.17 

Profession (2) industry/ 
construction 

.730 1.088 .779 1.07 .741 .872 

Profession(3) 
ecology/enviromental 
sphere 

.178 1.888 .998 .000 .538 .652 

Profession(4) landscape 
planning 

.499 .611 .633 .590 .999 .000 

Constant .478 1.804 .049 .053 .999 .000 

 

Conclusion  

The article aims to contribute to worldwide hiking trail research. Many 

studies focus on evaluating impacts caused by using hiking trails. 

Pickering, Hill, Newsome, & Lejny (2010) studied literature about hiking 

trail impacts, especially in the USA and Australia. They found 33 studies 
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in the USA examining the hiking impacts (14 looked at soil erosion 11 

looked at the width of trail). In Australia they found 26 studies examining 

impacts on vegetation and soil (see also Sun and Walsh, 1998). Many 

studies can be also found in Europe (Lance, Baugh, & Love, 1989; 

Lemauviel& Rozé, 2003; Tomczyk, 2011). This article extends hiking trail 

research through the analysis of hiker – consumer of hiking trails. The 

article reveals the consumers´ behavior. 

 

The analyses of personal characteristic reveal influence on decision 

process in which hikers choose hiking trails. Results of this research are 

crucial for sustainable tourism development and may be incorporated to 

development strategies of LPA. LPAs´ authorities may use the results as 

basis of further hiking trails development. 

 

However the research has some limits in worldwide application that has 

to be mentioned. The Czech Republic belongs to countries with the 

highest density of hiking trails and specific nature character. Application 

of the research is limit for countries with significant differences in nature 

character along hiking trails. 

Other limits of the application rise from the personal characteristics of 

hikers. The personal characteristic, especially the difference in decision 

process between men and women, may cause trouble with application in 

countries where the relation between men and women do not 

correspond to the European one. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this study was to contribute to the expansion of knowledge 

about the level of performance of motor skills of Outdoor studies 

students. We realized motor tests at first year students of Outdoor 

studies in academic years 2010/2011 and 2011/2012, and we asked 

ourselves whether the results will be the same performance or whether 

performance changes. We also measured the height and weight and 

calculated body mass index (BMI).Measuring and testing took place in 

March and April of 2011 and 2012 in the sports facilities of Faclty of 

Education at University J. E. Purkyně in Ústí nad Labem.The results 

showed that all four groups in BMI belong to the "normal value". Men 

and women with the exception, Katch-McArdle Step Test in men, 

showed a similar performance. This was true even for Jowa Brace test. 

Stated hypothesis of equal performance in motor tests was confirmed. 

We were unable to validate the influence of BMI on performance in 

motor tests. 

 

Keywords:outdoor activities; measuring and testing; motor abilities, 

performance. 
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Souhrn 

Cílem studie bylo přispět k rozšíření poznatků o úrovni výkonnosti 

motorických schopností studentů studijního oboru Aktivity 

v přírodě.Změřili jsme metodou sledování s časovým zpožděním 

studenty prvního ročníku studijního oboru Aktivity v přírodě v 

akademických letech 2010/2011 a 2011/2012 motorickými testy a 

položili jsme si otázku, zda výsledky výkonnosti budou shodné nebo zda 

se výkonnost změní. Změřili jsme rovněž tělesnou výšku a hmotnost a 

vypočítali Body mass index (BMI).Měření a testování probíhalo v březnu 

a dubnu roku 2011 a v roce 2012 ve sportovní hale PF UJEP. 

Z výsledků vyplynulo, že všechny čtyři soubory v BMI patřily do skupiny 

„normální hodnota“. Muži i ženy až na výjimku, Katch-McArdle Step 

Testu u mužů, měli shodnou výkonnost. To platilo i pro Jowa Brace test. 

Stanovená hypotéza o shodnosti výkonnosti v motorických testech se 

potvrdila. Nelze potvrdit vliv BMI na výkonnost v motorických testech. 

 

Klíčová slova:aktivity v přírodě; měření a testování; pohybové 

schopnosti; výkonnost. 

 

Introduction 

In 2011 Havel, Hnízdil and Valter presented characteristics of Outdoor 

activities studies and significance of this accreditation for applicants in 

this journal (Havel, Hnízdil, Valter, 2011, 26). Request for conferment of 

accreditation of this field of study was motivated by endeavor to provide 

greater development of structured studies in the field of physical 

education and sport. From social angle there was unprecedented grow 

of interest in field of motional activities in nature not only in our country 

but also abroad. The study is conceived as one-fielded and it is realized 

with regard to kinanthropology field and practical activities related to 

exercitation of physical activities in nature. Specialized basis of the study 

is supplemented by broad range of practically oriented disciplines of the 
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sciences that will enable graduates to perform physical activities in a 

wide range of natural conditions. The acquisition of these skills, then, 

assumes a significant level of motor abilities and this is what this field of 

study is focused on.  For a certain level of both, basic and sports 

performance, it is required to have an optimal level of motor skills. We 

were well aware that motor abilities are not directly measurable and that 

their level is deduced by indicators which, in this case, are motor tests 

(Měkota, 2005, 23). 

 

In the published article „Motor tests for admitting students branch 

outdoor activities“ we found out, that male students of Outdoor activities 

on the average reached values of general population in following tests – 

sit-ups, standing broad jump, throw medicine ball both hand 2 kg. These 

students reached above-average values in tests of endurance shuttle 

run 20m, deep bend in sitting position and Iowa Brace Test.  The values 

of female students on the average reached general population in tests: 

endurance shuttle run and standing broad jump. Above-average values 

were reached in tests: flexed- arm hang (forward grip), repeated sit-up 

test 1 minutes, throw medicine ball both hand 2 kg, deep bend in sitting 

position and Iowa brace test. We asked ourselves whether we find 

similar results even in the next year or whether the performance 

changes. 

 

The aim of this study: The aim is to contribute to the expansion of 

knowledge about the level of performance of motor skills of students 

whose field of study is Outdoor activities. 

Hypothesis of this study: The performance of first year students of 

Outdoor activities in motor tests in academical years 2010/2011 and 

2011/2012 is the same.  
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Methodology 

For mentioned reason we used the same standardized tests as in 2011 

(Hnízdil and Havel, 2011, 16). Somatic measuring: body weight, body height 

and enumerated BMI. Power abilities:  throw medicine ball both hand 2 kg, 

standing broad jump, chip in test – overhand grip for men, flexed- arm hang 

forward grip for woman, sit-up test 1 minutes. Flexibility: arthral movebility: 

deep bend in sitting position. Coordination abilities: Iowa Brace test, as a 

test of coordination abilities (Čepička, 1999, Štěpnička, 1976). Endurance 

capabilities: endurance shuttle run test 20m. Aerobic fitness – Katch-

McArdle Step Test – evaluated according to the value of maximum oxygen 

consumption.  

 

All tests were taken from literature. The primary literature was „Unifittest 

(6 - 60) Měkota, Kovář, et al., (1996)”. Measuring and testing proceeded 

according to the manual reffered in the literature. The exception is 

Katch-McArdle step test, from which we infer the aerobic fitness – 

evaluation according to maximum oxygen consumption (VO2 max).  

 

Description of test: 

Katch-McArdle Step Test – aerobic fitness – evaluation according to 

maximum oxygen consumption (VO2 max). Pulls are performed up to 

bench. Pulling frequency is 24 (men) or 22 (women) pulls per minute. It 

is possible to use metronome configured to 96 (men) and 88 (women). 

Pulling time is 3 minutes. After test the tested person sits on the bench. 

5 seconds after the test end we measure heart rate (HR) by palpation for 

15 seconds. We write down data. Enumeration of VO2 max value 

(estimation): 

Men: VO2 max = 111,33 – (0,42 x 15' HR x 4) 

Women: VO2 max = 65,81 – (0,1847 x 15' HR x 4) (Pollock and Wilmore, 

1990) 
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Characteristics of group 

Participants were first-year students of Activities in nature. In the 

academic year 2010/2011 there were 24 students, including 7 women 

(group A) and in the academic year 2011/2012 there were 27 students, 

including 8 women (group B). Age is given to the date of measuring with 

accuracy of 1 month (tab 1). Measuring and testing took place in March 

and April 2011, or in March and April 2012 in sports hall of PF UJEP. 

 

Table 1 Average age ( ̅  and number (n) of students in a particular year. 

Gender Index A  2011 B  2012 

 

Women 

 ̅ 19,8 19,7 

     n 7 8 

 

Men 

 ̅ 19,9 19,9 

    n 17 19 

 

Statistic process 

For statistical evaluation of data we used the program Statistica. We 

performed the following statistical calculations: basic statistical 

characteristics of position and variability (arithmetic average, standard 

deviation, Me, Mo, R - variation range), t - test for independent samples, 

Mann Whitney U test, 
2 - test, product and serial correlation, for a 

substantive significance 
2   and the coefficient of determination  

d = r2. 

 

Results 

The resulting values and values of Iowa Brace test are shown in Tables 

2 to 5. Average values of BMI and motor tests both groups were 

compared by t - test for independent samples (Tables 2 and 3). Iowa 

Brace test values are compared by Mann Whitney U-test and 
2 - test 
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(Tables 4 and 5). The resulting values of product and serial correlation 

with the substantive significance are shown in Table 6 and 7. 

 

Structure of body 

From somatic indicators body height and weight were measured to 

calculate BMI. 

The derived value of BMI (Tables 2 and 3) informs us whether the actual 

body weight corresponds to the weight or whether it is excessive or 

reduced. By calculating the average values we found out that all 

samples are, according to standards of Rieger and Ulbrichtová (1993), 

"normal". There are minimal differences in all statistical characteristics of 

both genders and groups. They are not statistically significant. 

 

Table  2 Statistical characteristics of women tests and t-test values. 

Test A  2010/2011   (n=7) B  2011/2012   (n=8)  

Index x s Me R x s Me R t - test 

BMI 22,1 2,1 23,0 5,1 23,1 1,9 22,9 5,1 0,82 

Endurance shuttle 
run test 20m 
(stage) 

6,6 1,1 6,5 3,5 6,7 1,6 7 4,0 0,07 

VO2 max (mmol/l,kg) 42,3 5,9 43,6 16,1 50,8 7,7 44 21 1,35 

Throw medicine 
ball both hand 2 kg 
(m) 

7,6 1,1 7,4 3,2 8,5 1,1 8,6 3,0 1,35 

Standing broad 
jump (cm) 

 

189,4 

 

14,9 

 

190,0 

 

38,0 

 

225,
6 

 

21,7 

 

200 

 

48 

 

0,59 

Flexed- arm hang 
forward grip 

28,7 18,4 30,0 48,0 34,6 12,8 33 30,0 0,61 
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Sit-up test 1 
minutes 

47,8 4,4 48,0 12,0 49 5,6 51 15 0,39 

Deep bend in 
sitting position (cm) 

25,8 6,0 26,0 18,0 28,3 7,6 26 19,5 0,62 

*t 0,05 = 2,160   

 

Table 3 Statistical characteristics of men tests and t-test values. 

Test A  2010/2011   (n=17) B  2011/2012   (n=19) ω
2 
= % 

t - test Index  ̅ s Me R  ̅ s Me R 

BMI 23,6 2,19 23,1 7,3 23,0 1,89 23,3 6,7 0,81 

Endurance 
shuttle run 
test 20m 

(stage) 

10,3 2,02 10,5 5,5 9,8 1,27 9,5 3,5 0,65 

VO2 max 61,4 11,59 62,6 45,4 71,6 8,60 75,0 23 14,00%) 

2,62* 

Throw 
medicine 
ball both 
hand 2 kg 
(m) 

10,2 1,80 9,9 6,8 10,3 1,72 10,0 6,5 0,11 

Standing 
broad jump 
(cm) 

 

221,2 

 

18,16 

 

216,0 

 

52,0 

 

226,8 

 

19,75 

 

220,0 

 

67 

 

0,77 

Chip in test 
overhand 
grip 

 

8,9 

 

5,47 

 

8,0 

 

21,0 

 

11,2 

 

5,67 

 

12,0 

 

20 

 

1,06 

Sit-up test 1 
minutes 

 

46,3 

 

7,40 

 

45,0 

 

23,0 

 

48,9 

 

10,10 

 

44,5 

 

27 

 

0,79 

Deep bend 
in sitting 
position 
(cm) 

22,6 7,43 21,0 23,0 18,5 6,76 19,25 23 1,51 

*t 0,05 = 2,030  ω
2 
= % - substantive signification is given in brackets 
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Motor tests 

Women from group B reached higher averages and with the exception of 

flexibility also medians. However, it is not statistically significant. In case 

of men it is different. Group A have higher averages and medians in 

flexibility tests – deep bend in sitting position, endurance shuttle run test 

20m. Group B reached higher values in every other test except median 

of repeated sit-up test 1 minutes. We reported statistical and substantive 

significance in aerobic fitness – Katch-McArdle Step Test in behalf of 

group B. Nevertheless, in regard of other results we cannot state 

differences between men saples. 

 

Iowa Brace test 

Iowa Brace test battery include demanding coordination movements, 

balance and coordination body exercises and items 1-9 can be also 

considered as a test of flexibility. Čepička (1999) specified the difficulty 

of particular test items and by changing the order he influenced 

motivation factor of tested persons, thereby he increased result value of 

this test battery. In table 4 there are final Iowa Brace values of men and 

women in a frame of tested battery, median, modus and variation range. 

There is a high modus and median for both groups of women and the 

results are very similar. In case of men we found highest values of 

modus. The values of Iowa Brace test are compared by Mann Whitney U 

test and we found out that there is a statistical significance between men 

groups in behalf of group B on a level of significance α0,05. However, 

according to norm of Komeštík (Komeštík, 1995) we can claim that all 

study programs have the same distribution of points and the differences 

are, resulting from 
2 - test, negligible.  
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Table 4 Statistical characteristics of Iowa Brace test and Mann Whitney U test. 

Gender                      A   2011                       B   2012 U test 

Index Me Mo  Me Mo R 

Women 16 18 28 15,5 15 5 8 

Men 15 17 65,5 17 20 7 65,5* 

Womenα0,05=10             Menα0,05=99              

Table 5 Evaluation of Iowa Brace test according to norms of Komeštík 

Gender A  2010/2011 B  2011/2012 Statistical 
significance 

Evaluation Bad Good Excellent Bad Good Excellent 2
-test 

Women 0 4 3 0 5 3 0,045 

Men 2 9 6 1 7 11 1,949 

excellent   > 16 points       good   13 - 16 points     bad < 13 points   ( Komeštík, 1995), 
2

0,05= 
5,99 

 

Correlation of motor tests and Iowa Brace test to BMI 

Enumeration of correlation coefficient of motor tests and BMI of women 

proved, that the dependence exists only in one case – Katch-McArdle 

Step Test. For men sample BMI correlates, as we expected, with 

endurance shuttle run test 20m, but this is valid only for sample A. The 

value of aerobic fitness, investigated by Katch-McArdle Step Test, is also 

higher but not statistically significant. Sample B reported correlation 

value only for flexibility in deep bend in sitting position. Other motor tests 

are not correlated to BMI. Both samples and both genders did not report 

serial correlation of Iowa Brace test to BMI. 
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Discussion 

In general, the students Physical Education and Sport are expected to 

have good to excellent level of motor skills. This is, naturally, expected 

from students of Outdoor activities and this study was focused just on 

their level. In the published article (Hnízdil and Havel, 2011, 16) we 

found out, that students of Outdoor activities reached in average the 

values of general population in power motor tests. They reached 

supernatural values in tests of endurance, flexibility and coordination 

abilities. Women were supernatural with exception of two tests. We 

asked ourselves whether we find similar results even in the next year or 

whether the performance changes. 

 

That is why we used the same standardized tests as in 2011, including 

Iowa Brace test (Hnízdil and Havel, 2011, 16) and we tested 27 first-year 

students of Outdoor activities, including 8 women. Testing took place in 

March and April 2012 in sports hall of PF, UJEP.  Then we compared 

final values with values of students tested in 2011. Enumerated BMI 

index is, according to Riegerové and Ulbrichtové (1993), “normal”. We 

can claim that body structure of all samples is the same as the 

population average. From tables 2 and 3 we can assume that there is no 

difference between students of mentioned programs and that the 

students control their weight.  

 

The results of motor tests and statistical comparison (table 2) showed, 

that female students of sample B reached higher average values and, 

with an exception of flexibility, also medians. Therefore it is not a drop in 

performance.  Any of tests is statistically significant, which can be 

arrogated to low number of women. 

 

According to values of tests we cannot state that there are performance 

differences between men samples (table 3). Albeit there is a statistical 
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and substantive significance in aerobic fitness – Katch McArdle Step 

Test - in behalf of sample B, it is just an exception which is not even 

confirmed by cardiovascular fitness, tested by endurance shuttle run test 

20m, which sample A reached higher values in. The substantive 

significance is also quite low. 

 

Iowa Brace test battery include demanding coordination movements, 

balance and coordination body exercises and items 1-9 can be also 

considered as a test of flexibility. In table 4 there are final Iowa Brace 

values of men and women in of tested battery, median, modus and 

variation range. The final values confirm that maximum performance of 

coordination abilities is reached in age of 20-30 (Měkota, 2005). Měkota 

(2005) also claims that there should be minimal differences between 

man and women, which is also what results indicate.  The results are 

similar. In the case of men sample we find highest values of modus. The 

values of Iowa Brace test are compared by Mann Whitney U test and we 

found statistical significance between men samples in behalf of sample 

B on level of significance α0,05.  This is in contradiction with evaluation 

according to norms of Komeštík (Komeštík, 1995) in table 5. From this 

table we can state, that all study programs have the same distribution of 

points and the differences are, resulting from 
2 - test, negligible. 

 

It was belief that BMI of sporting population influences performance in 

motor tests what led us to enumerate correlation coefficient of motor 

tests and BMI. Although there was no difference between BMI values of 

both samples, we thought that BMI can affect individual performances in 

some tests. 

 

The results proved that for women there is an only one correlation and its 

Katch-McArdle Step Test. It is interesting, that the enumerated correlation 

of both samples is almost the same but substantive signification is 
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considerably high. Final values of other correlation tests are, among 

others, influenced by low number of tested women. 

 

For men sample we assumed, according to sufficient quantity, correlation 

of BMI with throw medicine ball both hand 2 kg (m), chip in test overhand 

grip, endurance shuttle run test 20m and Katch-McArdle Step Test. But the 

results were quite different. BMI correlates with endurance, but only for 

sample A. This sample has also higher value of aerobic fitness, tested by 

Katch-McArdle Step Test, but it is not statistically significant. For sample B 

there was correlation value only for test deep bend in sitting position. Other 

motor tests were not correlated. 

Even serial correlation of Iowa Brace test to BMI was not proved in any of 

tested samples. 

 

Conclusion 

1. The question of our study was, if the performance of Outdoor activities 

students from academic years 2010/2011 and 2011/2012 is comparable 

or different. To answer this question we gathered data from 51 first year 

students of program TVS, Outdoor activities. From this number, there 

were 24 students (including 7 women) in 2010/2011 and 27 students 

(including 8 women) in 2011/2012. 

 

2. The results proved: 

A. all 4 samples were, according to BMI norms of Riegrová and 

Ulbrichtová (1993), “normal”. We can state, that structure of body 

is similar to the population average. 

B. the averages of all tests of sample B women are higher, but they 

are not statistically significant (table 2).For man samples we found 

statistical significance in aerobic fitness – Katch McArdle Step 

Test - in behalf of sample B. However, considering the values of 

other tests we cannot submit statistical significance for differences 
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between both men-samples. Assigned hypothesis about 

congruency of performance in motor tests is acknowledged. 

C. In table 4 there are final values of Iowa Brace test of men and 

women of tested battery. Women results are similar. Despite of 

detected statistical significance between men samples in behalf of 

sample B on level of significance α0,05we can claim that all study 

programs have the same distribution of points and the differences 

are, resulting from 
2 - test, negligible. Assigned hypothesis about 

congruency of performance in Iowa Brace Test is acknowledged. 

D. Enumeration of correlation coefficient of motor tests and Iowa 

Brace Test with BMI proved that it is correlated sporadically and 

randomly. 
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Abstract 

Popularity of various forms of outdoor activities increasing and evolving their 

new form. The reason for the operation of outdoor activities may be an 

attempt to increase the experience of a lifestyle change, a desire for 

adventure, or just shaping the image of each of us. Development of outdoor 

activities is enhanced by improving the conditions for their operation. 

Construct the various playground, forest bike trails of varying difficulty, snow 

parks in the winter campuses and at same time the development of material 

and technical equipment. The above-mentioned facts, however, mean that 

today the common types of outdoor activities are often moving at higher 

speeds, along with many other athletes different performance levels. These 

facts and put some demands on our spatial orientation and our abilities and 

skills. then Their subsequent revaluation  a danger of injury, which however 

can be prevented using recommended protective equipment. The aim of this 

study is to contribute to the issue of use of protective equipment for pupils 

second primary schools in selected outdoroových activities. Investigation 

participated in 707 children aged 11 to 15 years. Of these, 363 boys and 

344 girls. The girls proved to be more responsible and protective equipment 

are used to a greater extent than boys. 

 

Key words: injuries of children, biking, inline skating, skiing 
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Souhrn 

Oblíbenost nejrůznějších forem outdoorových aktivit stoupá a stále se 

vyvíjejí jejich nové podoby. Důvodem pro provozování outdoorových aktivit 

může být snaha o zvýšený prožitek, změna životního stylu, touha po 

dobrodružství, či jen formování image každého z nás. Rozvoji outdoorových 

aktivit nepochybně napomáhá zkvalitňování podmínek pro jejich provoz. 

Budují se různá víceúčelová hřiště, lesní cyklostezky různé náročnosti, 

snowparky v zimních areálech a současně dochází vývoji materiálního a 

technického vybavení. Výše zmíněné skutečnosti však způsobují, že se 

dnes u běžných typů outdoorových aktivit často pohybujeme vyšší rychlostí 

spolu s mnoha dalšími sportovci různé výkonnostní úrovně. Uvedené 

skutečnosti tak kladou určité nároky na naši prostorovou orientaci a naše 

schopnosti a dovednosti. Jejich přeceněním se následně vystavujeme 

nebezpečí úrazu, kterému však můžeme předcházet používáním 

doporučených ochranných prostředků. Cílem této studie je přispět 

k problematice používání ochranných prostředků u žáků 2. stupně 

základních škol při vybraných outdoorových aktivitách. Šetření se účastnilo 

707 dětí ve věku 11 až 15 let. Z tohoto počtu bylo 363 chlapců a 344 děvčat. 

Dívky se projevily jako mnohem odpovědnější a ochranné pomůcky 

používají ve větší míře než chlapci. 

 

Klíčová slova: úrazy dětí, cyklistika, in-line bruslení, lyžování  

 

Introduction 

All physical activities, including outdoor activities, always include a certain 

degree of risk and danger. It is necessary to eliminate and reduce the 

danger of these risks as much as possible and reduce the risk of injury to a 

minimum. Many researches and surveys point to the low volume of physical 

activities of children and young in their free time (Bláha, & Cihlář 2010; 

Lean, 2010). The result is the decreasing physical preparedness of 

individuals and the decline in the level of handled motor skills (Psotta, 
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Kokštejn,& Vodička, 2009; Fisher, 2005). For outdoor activities, we can 

conclude that they significantly fill the free time of children and youth 

(Truellová, 2007) and they are also popular among adults. Rightfully, they 

can be considered the phenomenon of our time. 

 

Increased interest in outdoor activities contributed to the construction of new 

bike trails, skate parks, snow parks and other areas, which significantly 

contributed to the development of material and technical equipment. Higher 

quality of the environment for the pursuit of outdoor activities and improved 

materially technical equipment may, however, cause that we often move 

faster during pursuit of outdoor activities which puts increased demands on 

our capabilities and skills, but also to spatial orientation, and mutual respect.  

 

It is ruthlessness and violations of the established safety rules that are one 

of the causes of the accident. It is therefore necessary to observe all the 

safety rules that are posted at the entrances to sports grounds. Their 

respect is important to prevent the risk of injury. 

 

During pursuit of outdoor activities we should consider our capabilities and 

skills and adapt them the choice of environment, terrain, speed, clothes and 

other factors. In particular, we should fully use the recommended protective 

equipment, which significantly reduce the risk of injury and its possible 

consequences, which mainly applies to children. It is children who are the 

most vulnerable group as demonstrated by the frequent statistics (National 

Register of Child Injury, 2012). 

 

The lowest accident rate of children is from developed countries in Sweden, 

the Netherlands and Great Britain. Czech Republic, along with Portugal, 

Poland, South Korea and Mexico, rank on the contrary among the states 

with the highest child mortality due to accidents. Children's injuries (0-14 

years) in 2004 amounted to 24.5% of all reported injuries. Although the 
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decline was recorded as traffic accidents, but increased the number of 

sports injuries by almost one thousand 9,000 injuries per year (Truellová, 

2007). The number of child injuries in the Czech Republic highlights 

government document "National Action Plan of Child Accident Prevention 

for the years 2007 - 2017." This document established by decision of the 

Government No. 926 to the Minister of health, education and other 

ministries, the performance of certain tasks. All ministries finance activities 

related to the prevention of child injuries and the Ministry of Health was 

imposed intensive monitoring of children's injuries. Due to the seriousness 

of the situation regarding child accidents in the Czech Republic and on the 

recommendation of the National Committee for the Prevention of Crime at 

the Ministry of Health was established the Interdepartmental Working Group 

on Child Injury Prevention. The aim of this group is to provide a system 

solution for injuries of children aged 0-18 years (Truellová, 2007).    

 

In the framework of our investigation we focused on the most common 

outdoor activities and tried to characterize their basic safety aspects. Their 

compliance can prevent injury and eliminate its possible consequences. 

 

The selected security aspects and protective equipment for cycling 

The popularity of cycling still rises, but unfortunately also increases the 

number of accidents (Institute of Health Information and Statistics CR, 

2011). Also bike ride-related injuries most often occurred in cases in which 

protective equipment had not been sufficiently used. The safety of cycling is 

based on "The law on the safety and flow of traffic on roads" and "Decree on 

the rules on the road". Due to the increased number of injuries when riding a 

bike it was created the cycling ten (IBESIP, 2012). Mountain Rescue 

Service has prepared a similar Ten Commandments for off-road driving, 

which characterizes the safe movement for off-road cyclist. In the Czech 

Republic is due to injury hospitalized about 30,000 children every year. 

From this number constitute more than 30% injuries of head (Velemínský, 
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2003). While the wearing of bicycle helmet reduces the risk of head injuries 

by 60-85% and in almost 90% of all the cases the bicycle helmet prevents 

serious damage to the brain (Sedlák, 2005). Among the recommended 

protective equipment when riding a bicycle belongs helmet, cycling gloves 

and glasses.  

 

The selected security aspects and protective equipment for in-line skating 

This form of outdoor activity takes place in the most abundant rate on the 

cycle paths. Often there are no rules respected and thus there are still more 

frequently collisions between cyclists and skaters. For in-line skaters moving 

in closed areas mostly applies security rules of the site. An example is the 

hippodrome Most (2012). Skaters very often underestimate the risks of 

injuries and do not fully utilize the recommended protective equipment, as 

speaks statistics (Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Czech 

Republic, 2011). 

 

Among the recommended protective equipment while riding on in-line 

skates belongs helmet, wrist protectors, knee pads, elbow pads and 

glasses. 

 

The selected security aspects and protective equipment for skiing and 

snowboarding 

Many publications deal with safety in skiing and snowboarding. Particular 

attention is paid to the rules on the modified lines and additional rules for a 

group of persons, which fixes the so-called "White Codex", which applies in 

all Alpine countries and behind which stands the International Ski 

Federation FIS (Krammler, 2001; Nosek, 2009; Louka 2002, 2007). Some 

authors also deal with the safety and rules for the movement on the cross-

country tracks (Nosek, 2009). There are defined safety rules and 

recommendations for driving in snow park (Volák, & Mikula, 2009). Special 

recommendations apply in school ski courses, which are subject to the 
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relevant notices and regulations of the Ministry of Education, Youth and 

Sports of the Czech Republic (Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of 

the Czech Republic 24 799/93-50 about the organisation of ski training for 

pupils). Statistics indicate that in 2010 the mountain rescue team treated 

7,751 injuries, of which 3783 originated in downhill skiing and 1771 while 

riding a snowboard. A significant portion of injuries could have been 

prevented by the use of protective equipment (UZIS, 2012).  

 

Among the recommended protective equipment belongs helmet, wrist 

guards and knee, elbow, shoulder and back protector. In some countries it is 

compulsory to wear helmets on the slopes for children under 15 years 

(Italy). 

 

Objective  

The aim of the investigation was to contribute to the issue of injuries during 

outdoor activities for pupils at the second level of primary schools in region 

Ústí nad Labem.  

 

Methodology  

We addressed 894 students from six elementary schools in the district of 

Usti nad Labem. The completed questionnaire handed 707 pupils. The 

return of the questionnaire amounted to 79,1%. Table 1 provides the 

numbers of pupils, who filled in the questionnaire. Data was collected using 

the unstandardized questionnaire from January to March 2012. Before the 

survey a pilot survey was carried out in order to verify temporal reliability of 

individual questions from the questionnaire with the result (0.81), which can 

be considered according Měkota and Blahuš (1983) sufficiently reliable. 

Statistical procedures were used, which described the Hendl (2004). Data 

processing was performed using STATISTICA 95. To determine the 

statistical significance was used chi test. We rejected the zero hypothesis 
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when the p value was less than 0.05 (5% probability of error). Table 2 

describes the file depending on gender and age. 

 

Table 1 Distribution of the number of pupils according schools 

 Name No. of pupils  Name No. of pupils 

1. Elementary school Pod 
vodojemem 

132 4. Elementary school 
Stříbrnická 

138 

2. Elementary school 
Boletice 

141 5. Elementary school 
Neštěmická 

95 

3. Elementary school 
Karla IV 

112 6. Elementary school 
Palachova 

89 

 

Table 2  Distribution of the number of students by gender and class 

Class Boys Girls 

6
th
 class 104 81 

7
th
 class 79 83 

8
th
 class 95 96 

9
th
 class 85 84 

 

Results 

Picture 1 presents the pursuit of outdoor activities for boys and girls in our 

file. From the graph it is evident that both sexes prefer cycling. 

Simultaneously, boys dominate in all three outdoor activities in their pursuit 

over girls. The surprise is the low percentage of girls engaged in skiing and 

snowboarding. 
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Picture 1 The percentage of the number of boys and girls engaged in outdoor 

activities 

 

Statistically significant differences between boys and girls are illustrated by 

table 3. It was confirmed that gender has an impact on the pursuit of all 

three outdoor activities. 

 

Table 3 Effect of gender on the pursuit of outdoor activities 

 Pearson Chi-square df p Rø 

Cycling 34,1959 1 0,00001 0,22 – weak influence 

In-line skates 11,1490 1 0,00084 0,14 – weak influence 

Skies/snow 85,3153 1 0,00001 0,35 – weak influence 

Legend: Chi-square - the resulting value of the test, df - degree of freedom, p - significance level, 
MA - coefficient of material signifikance 

 

Picture 2 shows how many percent of the pupils is engaged in pursuit of 

selected outdoor activities based on gender and class. 
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Picture 2 The percentage of pupils engaged in outdoor activities depending on 

gender and class 

Statistically significant differences between classes were found for boys in 

pursuit of inline skating (Chi-square: 54.8964, p = 0.00001), and skiing (Chi-

square: 8.8221, p = 0.03175). For girls, there were not found any statistically 

significant differences of the monitored activities between classes. 

 

Picture 3 shows the frequency of pursuit of outdoor activities for boys and 

girls. Table 4 shows that there are statistically significant differences 

between boys and girls for all outdoor activities in the frequency of their 

pursuit. Cycling is more often run by girls rather than boys. Boys dominate 

on the contrary in winter activities and in-line skating. 

 

Picture 3 The frequency of operation of outdoor activities 
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Table 4 Statistical and practical significance for the frequency pursuit of the 

selected outdoor activities 

 Pearson Chi-square Df P Rø 

Cycling 19,1855 3 0,00025 0,16 – weak influence 

In-line skates 53,2989 3 0,00001 0,27 – weak influence 

Skies/snow 11,8512 3 0,00791 0,13 – weak influence 

 

Picture 4 shows the number of boys and girls using offered protective 

equipment during cycling. 

 

Picture 4 Using of protective equipment when cycling. 

 

Statistically significant differences were found for boys and girls in the use of 

bicycle helmets (Chi-square: 41,5419; p = 0,00001) and cycling glasses 

(Chi-square: 5,47172; p = 0,00001). In both cases, girls use the protective 

equipments at a higher rate.  

 

Picture 5 shows how class for boys and girls influence the use of protective 

equipment when cycling. For both boys and girls there were no statistically 

significant differences among the various classes in the use of protective 

equipment. Therefore, it was not demonstrated that increasing age would 

influence the use of protective equipment when cycling. 
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Picture 5 The percentage of boys and girls using protective equipment when 

cycling 

 

Picture 6 shows how many boys and girl use offered protective equipment 

when in-line skating. 

 

 

Picture 6 Using of protective equipment during in-line skating 
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p = 0.00001), wristbands (Chi-square: 13.5780, p = 0.00022), knee 

protectors (Chi-square: 14.7002, p = 0, 00012) and elbow pads (Chi-square: 

7.8357, p = 0.005123) are used more often by girls, while boys more often 

use glasses (Chi-square: 11.7865, p = 0.00059). 

 

Picture 7 shows how class for boys and girls influence using of protective 

equipment during in-line skating. While for boys there were demonstrated 

statistically significant differences of using of all protective equipment 

between the classes, for girls these differences were not demonstrated. 

 

Picture 7 The percentage of boys and girl using the protective equipment during 

in-line skating. 

 

While for boys there was proved the influence of class at all observed 

protective equipment used for in-line skating, for girls the affect of class was 

not demonstrated. 
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Picture 8 presents how many boys and girls use offered protective 

equipment during pursuit of winter activities. 

 

 

Picture 8 Using of protective equipment during skiing and snowboarding 

Statistically significant differences for boys and girls were found when using 

goggles (Chi-square: 41.8187, p = 0.00001) and wrist protectors (Chi-

square: 47.7929, p = 0.00001). While boys used goggles more frequently 

than girls, girls on the other hand use at a higher rate wrist protectors. 

 

Picture 9 shows how class for boys and girls affects the use of protective 

equipment for skiing and snowboarding. For boys were found statistically 

significant differences between the classes in the use of ski helmets (Chi-

square: 8.61, p = 0.034), goggles (Chi-square: 12.119, p = 0.00698) and 

spine protectors (Chi-square: 19.93, p = 0.000175). For girls, the differences 

between the classes were found only in the use of back protectors (Chi-

square: 10.4681, p = 0.01498). 
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Pic. 8 The percentage of boys and girls using protective equipment when skiing 

and snowboarding 

 

Conclusions and discussion 

The task of the investigation was to map the pursuit of selected outdoor 

activities for pupils of the second grade of elementary school including the 

use of commercially available protective equipment. Students most often run 

cycling (96% of boys and 83% of girls). Conversely, in skiing and 

snowboarding they are engaged the least (75% of boys and 41% of girls). In 

particular, the low number of girls dedicated to skiing or snowboarding is 

surprising. The lower number of students dedicated to skiing and 

snowboarding can affect higher financial costs of these activities. 

 

For cycling, it was shown that all of our selected protective equipments are 

used at higher rate by girls than boys. Statistically significant differences 

were found only in the use of helmets and goggles. At the same time, it has 

not been demonstrated that the increasing age of the (class) has an impact 

on the use of protective equipment, both for boys and for girls. 

 

Even when in-line skating, girls are more cautious and use more protective 

equipment than boys. The difference is apparent especially when using 

helmet (46% boys, 75% girls). Boys show higher values than girls only with 
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the use of glasses. This fact, however, seems more like aesthetic. 

Statistically significant differences between gender were confirmed in all our 

observed protective equipment for in-line skating. For boys was proved the 

influence of class on the use of all protective equipment for in-line skating. It 

can be said that for boys the pupils of 6th class use the protective equipment 

the most and pupils of 8th class the least. For girls the effect of age on the 

use of protective equipment was not approved. 

 

Our least monitored activity was skiing or snowboarding. We can say that 

girls at a higher rate use the helmet and when snowboarding the wrist 

protector too. The difference in the use of helmets, although, is not 

confirmed as statistically significant, but still we can see that girls use more 

protective equipments than boys. The boys show a higher use of ski 

goggles. The effect of age for boys was demonstrated in the use of helmets, 

goggles and back protectors. An interesting feature is the decline of using 

helmet among boys of 8th classes. With increasing age, there is an increase 

in the number of snowboarders using a spine protector. This fact was 

confirmed also with the girls. This fact is a positive sign, mainly because of 

more frequent preferences of snow parks and the ride out of the slopes.  

 

Post was created with the support of a grant UJEP IPRVO VG/12. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the level of student’s performance in swimming outdoor 

activities at the Faculty of Education, University Jana Evangelisty Purkyně  

in Ústi nad Labem (PF UJEP) in a test of continuous swimming for 12 

minutes. This test is used to evaluate both the general level of aerobic 

fitness, specific aerobic fitness in the water, and also verifies the effective 

management of swimming locomotion. Performance was evaluated by basic 

standards according to Cooper (1980) for the U.S. population, as well as 

compared with the standard test "12-minute swimming" for the students of 

universities (Kopřiva, 1993) and with a specific range of test evaluation 12 

minutes of continuous swimming adjusted for students of Faculty of Physical 

Education and Sport, Charles University (FTVS UK), (Čechovská, 2007). 

The group was created by 87 students, of the first grade of the Department 

of Outdoor Activites PF UJEP, in which were 57 men and 30 women. In 

comparison with standards have been demonstrated decreasing levels of 

swimming performance. 

Post was created with the support of a grant UJEP IPRVO VG/12. 

 

Keywords: outdoor activities, continuous swimming, Cooper test 
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Souhrn 

Cílem příspěvku je prezentace úrovně plavecké výkonnosti studentů Aktivit 

v přírodě na Pedagogické fakultě Univerzity J. E. Purkyně v Ústí nad Labem 

(dále PF UJEP) v testu souvislého plavání po dobu 12  minut. Tento test 

slouží k hodnocení jak úrovně obecné aerobní zdatnosti, specifické aerobní 

zdatnosti ve vodě, tak také ověřuje efektivní zvládnutí plavecké lokomoce. 

Výkonnost byla hodnocena dle základní normy Coopera (1980) pro 

americkou populaci, dále srovnána s normou testu „12 minutového plavání“ 

pro posluchače vysokých škol (Kopřiva, 1993) a se specifickou škálou 

hodnocení testu 12 minut souvislého plavání upravené pro studentky a 

studenty Fakulty tělesné výchovy a sportu Univerzity Karlovy (dále jen FTVS 

UK), (Čechovská, 2007). Sledovaný soubor tvořilo 87 studentů prvního 

ročníku studijního oboru Aktivity v přírodě PF UJEP, z nichž bylo 57 mužů a 

30 žen. V porovnaní s normami byla prokázána klesající úroveň plavecké 

výkonnosti.   

Příspěvek byl vytvořen s podporou grantu  UJEP IPRVO VG/12. 

 

Klíčová slova: aktivity v přírodě, souvislé plavání, Cooper test 

 

Introduction 

Swimming belongs to major skill of our lives and swimming literacy is 

important for protection of life when people are in contact with the water 

environment. It is also indispensable part of the healthy lifestyle. There exist 

many of other swimming areas. They are sport activities, fitness sports 

(fitness swimming, aquatic exercise, aqua aerobic, aqua fitness) or 

recreational sports which are connected with exercise on water. Swimming 

is important part of the performance in polyathlons (modern pentathlon, 

triathlon, aquathlon and quadrathlon) or outdoor disciplines (canyoning, 

surfing, rafting and canoeing). Nowadays the aversion to sport activities is 

spread among the teenagers and adults. Many results of the researches 

and investigations show a physical impairment which are indicating 
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downward trend of the number of actively participating. The swimming 

performance is influenced by a physical activity. The level of swimming 

capability of students who study at the University was measured by many 

authors and many times. Mrs. Čechovská compared the swimming 

endurance between students of FTVS in Prague and students of FTVŠ UK 

in Bratislava.Gentlemen Bence, Chebeň and Kalečík compared the 

swimming performance of students who would have liked to study at the 

University in Banská Bystrica, Bratislava and Nitra. During this investigation 

they figured out that students’ performance was diminished. The similar 

results are confirmed by many others. The target of this work is presentation 

of level of swimming performance of students who study at the Department 

of Outdoor Actives at the Faculty of Education, University Jana Evangelisty 

Purkyně in Ústí nad Labem (therein after PF UJEP) in test of continuous 

swimming for 12 minutes. Swimming and rescue a drowning victim are as 

the subjects, in this bachelor study program, which are connected with 

outdoor activities. That’s the reason why we can look at these students like 

future specialists of the swimming competence. The swimming competence 

makes sure the safe mastering of aquatic environment. The major sign of 

the swimming competence is an ability of continuous swimming and 

swimming endurance. The length of distance which is representing the safe 

mastering of the aquatic environment is still in discuss. Internationally the 

distance is intended on 100 – 400 metres. The Cooper test continuous 

swimming for 12 minutes is specified for verification of general aerobic 

fitness and specific swimming endurance. For measuring this test is better 

using the swimming pool than nature conditions, because the test in nature 

conditions can be complicated for an insecure swimmer (e.g. water depth 

with limited visibility the bottom, wavy surface, water flow, colder water and 

many other circumstances).  

javascript:r(17)
javascript:r(0)
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Methods 

The performance was evaluated by the standards of Cooper test for 

American population, after it was compared with standard test of swimming 

for 12 minutes for students of the Universities and specific evaluation range 

of test of continuous swimming for 12 minutes which was adapted for 

students at the FTVS UK. 

 

The students (male and female, 1.grade) at the Faculty of Education, 

Department of Outdoor Activites participated this test every second lesson 

in winter semester in academic years 2009/2010; 2010/2011; 2011/2012. 

The group was created by 57 men and 30 women of present study. The age 

of the group was fit to category of Cooper 20-29. 

 

The test situation based on a description according to Mrs.Hejtíková (2007) 

and used for measuring the swimming performance of students FTVS UK in 

years 2004 – 2007 (Čechovská, 2007). The measuring was proceeded in a 

50 – meter swimming pool and spaces were defined by lanes. The 

stopwatch, whistle, stationery, write protocol and tape were use as auxiliary 

tools. 

 

Only students without health problems could be tested. One referee had a 

group of 3 swimmers. The swimmers were recognizably marked. The 

guarantors of the rules and fairplay were fellowship of the Department of 

Physical Education at UJEP. The organizing security was standard.  The 

instructions were shared after 100m freestyle heat. The mass start was on 

sound signal. During the test every 6 minutes the swimmers were informed 

about the length of load by a short whistle. The long strong whistle ended 

the test after 12 minutes. The swimmers finished and stayed on their spot in 

direction of their swimming and they moved to edge of the swimming pool 

and waited to write down their distance (with an accuracy of 1 meter) 

(Čechovská, 2008). 
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For a comparison the performance of the group of swimmers we indicate the 

schedules of test of swimming for 12 minutes. The table 1 indicates the 

numbers according to Cooper (1980) for average American population with 

intervals which are changed according to Čechovská and Miler (2001). The 

Kopřiva’s table 2 (1993) indicates the numbers for university students. The 

table 3 gives the numbers which are changed for students (male and 

female) of FTVS UK (Čechovská,2007). 

There were used the Hendl’s (2004) statistical method. Data processing was 

performed by using STATISTICA 95. It was used t-test to demonstrate 

statistically significant differences in the distance of men and women. The 

other test was used the chi test. We reject the null hypothesis for both tests 

if the significance level (p) is less than 0.05. 

 

Table 1 Test of swimming for 12 minutes, schedule for non-athletes (Cooper, 

1980). Adapted by Čechovská and Miler (2001) 

Category of physical 
fitness 

Age 

13-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60 and 
more 

Very poor       men 

        (m)       women 

< 457 

< 366 

< 366 

< 274 

< 319 

< 228 

< 247 

<183 

< 228 

< 137 

< 228 

< 137 

Weak               men 

      (m)            women 

457-540 

366-448 

366-448 

274-357 

319-402 

228-310 

274-357 

183-265 

228-319 

137-219 

228-265 

137-174 

Acceptable     men 

        (m)          women     

549-631 

457-540 

457-540 

366-448 

411-493 

319-402 

366-448 

274-357 

319-402 

228-310 

274-357 

183-265 

Average          men 

      (m)            women 

640-723 

549-631 

549-631 

457-540 

502-585 

411-493 

457-540 

366-448 

411-493 

319-402 

366-448 

274-357 

Excellent         men 

      (m)            women 

> 732 

> 640 

> 640 

> 549 

> 594 

> 502 

> 549 

> 457 

> 502 

> 411 

> 457 

> 366 
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Table 2 Test of swimming for 12 minutes, schedule for athletes (Kopřiva, 1993) 

Women Men 

Category of physical 
fitness 

Distance (m) 
Category of physical 
fitness 

Distance (m) 

Very poor <341 Very poor <361 

Weak 341 – 420 Weak 361 – 460 

Acceptable 421 – 480 Acceptable 461 – 540 

Average 481 – 560 Average 541 – 640 

Excellent   >560 Excellent   >641 

 

Table 3 Test of swimming for 12 minutes, schedule for students at FTVS UK 

(Čechovská, 2007) 

Women Men 

Category of physical 
fitness 

Distance (m) 
Category of physical 
fitness 

Distance (m) 

Very poor <417 Very poor <383 

Weak 418 – 487 Weak 384 – 487 

Acceptable 488 – 628 Acceptable 488 – 696 

Average 629 – 698 Average 697 – 800 

Excellent >699 Excellent >801 

 

It is surprise that the men reach the very poor category of physical fitness 

when they swim less than 383 metres and women who swim less than  

417 metres. The reason why is the level of the swimming ability of students 

at FTVS who were part of this test. This schedule was created by testing 

circumstances. 
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Results and discussions 

The table 4 indicates characteristics of results of the continuous swimming 

for 12 minutes of students at PF UJEP, the Department of Outdoor Actives. 

 

Table 4 Distance swimming (meters) 

 Average Median Minimum Maximum SD 

Men 487,01 482,0 354,0 642,0 65,92 

Women 450,73 443,5 320,0 600,0 69,89 

SD – standard deviation 

 

The table 5 shows that men and women showed a statistically significant 

difference in the distance. Men achieved better performance than women. 

 

Table 5 T-test, distance swimming (sex, meters) 

 Average 
Men 

Average 

Women 

t-value df P 

Performance 487,01 450,73 2,39 85 0,0191 

P - significance of difference; df – degree of freedom 

 

There are performances in the table 6 which are achieved by men and 

women and compared by Kopřiva. The statistically significant gender 

differences were not found in comparison of performance according to 

Kopřiva. But we can say that one third of men and women achieved weak or 

very poor performance. 
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Table 6  Comparison the results of students who study AVP UJEP according to 

Kopřiva 

 Very poor Weak Acceptable Average Excellent ∑ 

Men 1 19 26 9 2 57 

% 1,75 33,33 45,61 15,79 3,51  

Women 2 7 10 9 2 30 

% 6,67 23,33 33,33 30,00 6,67  

∑ 3 26 36 18 4 87 

Pearson Chi-square: 5,09424, df=4, p=0,277772 

 

In the table 7 there are performance achieved by men and women and 

compared by Cooper. Here we can say that the statistically significant 

gender differences were found in comparison of performance. 

 

Table 7  Comparison the results of students who study AVP UJEP according to 

Cooper 

 Very poor Weak Acceptable Average Excellent ∑ 

Men 1 19 29 6 2 57 

% 1,75 33,33 50,88 10,53 3,51  

Women 0 3 13 12 2 30 

% 0,00 10,00 43,33 40,00 6,67  

∑ 1 22 42 18 4 87 

Pearson Chi-square: 13,6688, df=4, p=0,008434 

 

The results from both categories were acceptable as expected, it was used 

the range for average American population. We can submit that one half of 

men achieved the acceptable performance in comparison according to 
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Cooper. It’s interesting that women achieved better performance than man 

in comparison with standard specification.  

 

In the table 8 there are performance achieved by students of the 

Department of Outdoor Actives and compared according to Čechovská. 

Also we can say that the statistically significant gender differences were 

found in comparison of performance between men and women. 

 

Table 8 Comparison the results of men and women according to Čechovská 

 Very poor Weak Acceptable ∑ 

Men 1 30 26 57 

% 1,75 52,63 45,61  

Women 9 12 9 30 

% 30,00 40,00 30,00  

∑ 10 42 35 87 

Pearson Chi-square: 15,4834, df=2, p=0,000435 

 

The range was created for the students of the Faculty of Physical Education 

and Sport at Charles University in Prague and it depends on the average 

exercise as the centre of the range. The students of this faculty belong to 

the selective population. After the comparison of the results, could be 

stated, that students achieved rather weak results and sometimes even very 

poor results. However, it could be also stated, that the male students 

achieved better results than the female students.  

The picture 1 shows the student’s results of 12 minutes swimming test taken 

by the male students of AVP UJEP rated on the range of Kopřiva, Cooper 

and Čechovská. The picture 2 shows the results of the female students of 

AVP UJEP. 
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Picture 1 The results of test of swimming for 12 minutes for students - male who 

study the Department of Outdoor Activites. The range by Kopřiva,Cooper and 

Čechovská 

 

 

Picture 2 The results of test of swimming for 12 minutes for students - female 

who study the Department of Outdoor Activites. The range by Kopřiva,Cooper 

and Čechovská 

 

The graphs show that if we compare the results which were achieved by 

students (Department of Outdoor Activites) according to Čechovská’s 
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standards, none of the students are placed in a group with good or excellent 

levels of performance. 

 

Conclusion 

The Conclusion of the results of the Cooper 12 minutes test of continuous 

swimming taken by the male and female students at the first year in study 

program of Outdoor Activites at the University Jan Evangelista Purkyně in 

Ústí nad Labem are: 

 Students of AVP PF UJEP (Outdoor Activites, University Jan 

Evangelista Purkyně in Ústí nad Labem) achieved mostly, after the 

Cooper’s standards, evaluated as acceptable. 

 Compared to the rating after Kopřiva, achieved the students also 

evaluation as acceptable.  

 Compared to the rating after Čechovská, achieved the students just a 

weak evaluation.  

 The reason of the low efficiency of the students AVP, could be, that 

the entrance exam and the study focus are mainly based on the 

outdoor skills and not on the performance.  

 As an important fact in this situation is, that the graduated of Bc. 

Outdoor activities programme are qualified specialists, who can find 

an application in the field of water rescue squad and other special 

forces of emergency system. 

 By applying the trainings methods with adequate subsidies hours of 

fitness focus, not just in the first year, but also in the second year, 

could be predicated positive changes in the level of swimming and an 

appropriate preparation for the future application.  
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Abstract 

Paper looks how many schools implement selected outdoor activities in the 

courses in secondary schools and the interest of these activities pupils 

manifested. At the same time, we tried to find out what factors most hinder 

the implementation of these courses at primary schools. The paper is a 

basic characteristic of exchange of teaching, including the number of 

participating students. Investigation of 56 schools participated. The results 

show that most are made ski and snowboard courses and least boating 

courses, but the students showing the greatest interest. Schools states that 

the most common reason for omitting implementation rafting course is its 

high risk. 

 

Keywords: outdoor activities, primary school, teaching exchange 

 

Souhrn 

Příspěvek zjišťuje, kolik škol realizuje vybrané outdoorové aktivity v rámci 

kurzovní výuky na druhém stupni základních škol a jaký zájem o tyto aktivity 

žáci projevují. Současně jsme se pokusili zjistit, jaké faktory nejčastěji brání 

v realizaci těchto kurzů na základních školách. Součástí příspěvku je 

základní charakteristika kurzovní výuky, včetně počtu účastnících se žáků. 

Šetření se účastnilo 56 škol. Z výsledků vyplývá, že nejčastěji jsou 

realizovány lyžařské a snowboardové kurzy a naopak nejméně vodácké 
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kurzy, o které však žáci projevují největší zájem. Školy uvádí, že 

nejčastějším důvodem pro upuštění od realizace vodáckého kurzu je 

zejména jeho vysoká rizikovost. 

 

Klíčová slova: outdoorové aktivity, základní škola, kurzovní výuka  

 

Introduction 

Outdoor activities contribute significantly to the fulfilment of the objectives of 

basic education under the Framework Educational Programme for Basic 

Education (hereinafter FEP BE). Range of outdoor activities is often realised 

besides the classical lessons by the organizational form of the course. 

Courses have their place in the current concept of basic education under the 

FEP BE and a lot of researches and surveys charted the implementation of 

outdoor activities in different types of schools (Odvárková 2009, Kresta, 

2012, aj.). Courses should be an essential part of physical education on 

elementary schools. This form of learning is suitable particularly for the 

realisation of hiking, swimming, skiing, snowboarding, ice skating. According 

to the conditions of the school and pupils' interest is possible also the 

realization of other physical activities (Research Institute of Education in 

Prague, 2007). FEP BE allows the implementation of non-traditional outdoor 

activities, which in our culture are on the increase. According to Louka et al. 

(2010) or Hnízdil et al. (2004, 2005) and Hrkal (2002) these activities may 

be a different motion outdoor activities such as the various forms of tourism 

(cycling, water sports, hiking, etc.) or sports in nature (orienteering, 

mountaineering, rafting, etc.).  

 

These activities usually take place outdoors and can beneficially affect the 

health of a pupil. Long term stay outside a known environment may also 

have a positive influence on the personality of pupils and learning their 

autonomy. A great positive of outdoor activities is its rareness, creative 

comprehensiveness and diversity that can have a big impact on the 
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motivation of pupils to participate in these activities. However, a major 

problem of courses is their financial demands placed on schools and 

parents. Participation required from parents, whether financial or material, in 

some cases certainly prevents the participation of their children on courses. 

If a pupil does not participate in a course then there can arise a secondary 

effect - social. A pupil who does not participate in the course may be 

afterwards "detached" from class team. A partial solution is to implement a 

course in a manner that the costs are as low as possible. This strategy has 

already joined some schools that deliberately go to sites of "affordable 

quality", or implement a course in the place of residence, or shorten the 

duration of the course. The above facts, however, may have a negative 

impact on the attractiveness of the course. Schools can the financial burden 

of students’ parents also partly reduce by lending their material equipment, 

but many schools do not have this equipment at disposal, because they 

neither have money to purchase them nor money on their eventual service. 

Another problem in the implementation of this type of activities is the 

emphasis on elimination of accidents and the safety of pupils. Teachers take 

a large degree of responsibility for pupils in the implementation of these 

courses because they are responsible not only for the implementation of the 

teaching but also in their free time. The risk of potential accidents is 

therefore higher than in normal education, which certainly puts demands on 

the careful preparation and organization of the course itself. From the 

reasons above it is clear that certain requirements are placed on teachers in 

the planning and organisation of the courses. A teacher must consider 

where and in what timeframe a course will be carried out, a price for 

transport and stay, including other ancillary costs. Another problem is the 

fact that many schools are struggling with a shortage of certified teachers for 

the organisation of the course. A large proportion of teachers of physical 

education at the same time cannot lead snowboard training and must 

complete their certification. At the same time, the actual implementation of 

the course is often dependent on the number of applicants for a snowboard 
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course. All these reasons are then reflected on the financial participation of 

the school, especially if the school wants to organize these courses.  

 

Objective 

The aim is to contribute to the clarification of the issue of courses and to 

map the current situation of their condition on the second level of 

elementary schools in the Czech Republic. 

 

Methodology  

The investigation was attended by 56 elementary schools from the Czech 

Republic. Of these schools 43 urban and 13 rural schools. Representation in 

individual regions is indicated in the table 1. The data were obtained by 

using non-standardized electronic questionnaire with closed questions 

(Thomas, & Nelson, 2001) from November 2011 to March 2012. 

Questionnaires were filled out only by teachers of physical education. 

According to the recommendations of the technical literature (Chrástka, 

2007) we let other experts assess the questionnaires. We conducted a pilot 

research before the survey. In the framework of this research there was 

carried out a temporal reliability of individual questions from the 

questionnaire with the result (0.785 to 0.826) which according to Měkota 

and Blahuš (1983) can be considered sufficiently reliable. 
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Table 1 Representation of schools in each of the regions 

 Region No. of schools  Region No. of schools 

1. Středočeský 9 8. Olomoucký 0 

2. Jihočeský 7 9. Královehradecký 3 

3. Plzeňský 3 10. Pardubický 3 

4. Jihomoravský 0 11. Zlínský 0 

5. Vysočina 3 12. Karlovarský 4 

6. Moravskoslezský 0 13. Liberecký 5 

7. Ústecký 11 14. Praha 8 

 

Results 

We were interested in how much is implemented cycling, skiing or 

snowboarding, boating and hiking course on the second level of elementary 

schools within the courses. Further, we were interested in how teachers 

evaluate courses according to students’ interests and whether a school can 

lend students material equipment. We also investigated what effect teachers 

give to the obstacles that we have chosen which prevent the organization of 

the course. 

 

Almost 79% of primary schools indicate that they can provide students 

material equipment for the ski and snowboard course. More than half of 

these schools (56.8%), however, states that their material equipment is 

outdated and students either do not use it, or use it only to a minimum 

extent. None of the primary schools we contacted have material equipment 

to the other courses. For the cycling course, schools mention that they do 

not ensure it and pupils provide this equipment themselves. For the cycling 

course, as well as for the organisation of ski and snowboard course, a 

school from pupils requires acknowledgement of the adjustment of the 

material equipment of the service, which has authorization for this activity. 
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Elementary schools that realise a boating course state that on the 

framework of the organisation of the course provide hire of all the material 

equipment from the professional companies at the venue of the course. 

Schools are currently offered the opportunity to use expert instructors during 

the course. 

 

Picture 1 presents, how many schools implement the individual courses. 

The results indicate that, while the realisation of the ski and snowboard 

course proceeds at almost 90% of the schools we contacted, other courses 

are carried out in a very small extent. Boating courses are implemented the 

least. 
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Picture 1 Realisation of the courses 

Table 2 presents the interest of students on individual courses. From the 

results it can be said that while individual schools organise a cycling, 

boating and tourist course in a very small extent, the interest of the pupils for 

them is big. So there is no problem with the fullness of the course. 
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Table 2  Pupils' interest in selected courses 

 Cycling course Ski - snowboard 

course 

Boating course Tourist course 

A 83,93 10,71 92,86 78,58 

B 0 0 0 0 

C 5,36 3,58 0 10,71 

D 10,71 85,71 7,14 10,71 

Legend: A – Primary school does not organize courses, B - Pupils participate, but without much 
interest, C - Students wishing to participate, D - Students on these courses are showing great 
interest 

 

All the addressed schools that organise boating courses states that they use 

external organisations that provide both material equipment and trained 

instructors. A total of 9 schools state that they organise a cycling and tourist 

courses at the same time. The main reason for this measure is to ensure a 

sufficient number of pupils and therefore the schools offer both courses at 

the same time. 

 

Picture 2 shows the average numbers of pupils taking part in the courses. It 

can be said that most pupils go on ski and snowboard courses. On the 

contrary, on the boating courses pupils go the least. The reason may be the 

fact that many schools allow also other teachers who do not have a PT 

approbation to complete their education by passing the course of school 

skiing instructor. So they have an option in case of a higher interest of pupils 

to increase the capacity of the course regardless the number of PT teachers 

and they are not dependent on external staff. 
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 Picture 2 The average number of students participating in the course 

In the table 3 are listed the average prices of the courses organised in the 

Czech Republic. The highest price students pay for ski and snowboard 

courses, the least on the contrary for boating course. The price of all 

courses includes transport, accommodation and food. Exceptions are 

courses realised abroad. In all cases it was ski and snowboard courses. 

These courses are realised by 3 schools and their average price was 8,569, 

- CZK, including price for ski tows. 

 

Table 3 Average price (CZK) for the course organised in the Czech Republic 

 Cycling course Ski – snowboard course Boating course Tourist course 

Averag
e price 

2127 4959 1915 2207 

 

The results also showed that 4 schools do not organise even one of the 

offered courses. These schools are rural and the reason is that they do not 

have certificated teachers of physical education. On the opposite hand there 

are 3 schools that organise ski and snowboard courses in its immediate 
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surroundings and substantially reduce the expenses for realisation of the 

course. Table 4 presents further obstacles in organizing different types of 

courses in the opinion of the teachers. 

 

Table 4  The obstacles of different types of courses in the opinion of the teachers 

 Cycling course Ski - snowboard 

course 

Boating course Tourist course 

Low interest  of 
pupils in organizing 
the course 

46,81 0 0 43,18 

Risk rate of the 
course (injuries, etc.) 

27,66 0 61,54 27,27 

Economic reasons 
(price) 

8,51 0 11,54 11,36 

Low support from 
school management 

4,26 0 21,15 4,54 

Lack of approbation 
of the teachers 

12,76 100 5,77 13,65 

 

Discusion 

It is obvious that the organization of courses on the second level of primary 

schools is greatly influenced by other factors that were not mentioned. Great 

influence on the decision of pupils to participate in the course has teacher's 

personality, tradition of the course at the school and content of the course. 

Other factors include without any doubt the willingness of the teacher to 

organise the course, location and date of the course and the 

aforementioned financial capacity of parents and schools. From the 

obtained results it can be concluded that at the primary schools ski and 

snowboard courses are usually organized the most. I believe that this 

finding is closely related to the tradition of the compulsory ski training for 

pupils of the seventh grades. Also introduction of snowboard training and 

carving skiing largely contributed to the popularity of these courses. 
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However, prices for ski and snowboard course are higher than for other 

courses as they are significantly increased for the prices of ski tows. The 

only obstacle that was mentioned and prevents the organization of these 

courses is the lack of qualifications of teachers of physical education 

especially for snowboard training. Especially teachers who studied physical 

education in previous years and were not offered this course face this 

problem and they are challenged to complete this course. Nowadays it is yet 

possible to pass the course within the study of the physical education (UJEP 

in Ústí nad Labem). The number of schools that organize tourist and cycling 

courses were almost identical. The reason may be the fact that many 

schools hold cycling and tourist courses together at the same time as the 

schools admit. With this step schools avoid to low participation of pupils in 

the course that could occur if the school would have organized only one of 

these courses. This assumption can be supported by the fact that for both 

courses pupils show a little interest. The least number of the schools 

organise boating courses. The reason is the fear of increased risk in this 

activity which may be due to the uniqueness of this activity. Although the 

schools do not specify it in the questionnaire often are all of these activities 

carried on within the courses at once. This undoubtedly increases the 

overall attractiveness of the courses. 

 

From the obtained results we can conclude that while for cycling and tourist 

course is the major problem in low interest of the pupils, boating courses are 

faced with the fact that teachers see a great health risk in their organization. 

At the same time there is the noticeable low support in the organisation of 

this type of course from the school management. The partial problem can 

also be seen in the lack of qualified teachers for organizing different types of 

courses. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to find out to what extent are the realized the 

courses on the second level of primary schools. From the obtained results it 

can be concluded that ski and snowboard courses are organised most 

frequently, to a lesser extent then tourist and cycling courses. Boating 

courses are organised very rarely.  

At most schools cycling and tourist courses are made at the same time due 

to the fulfilment of the capacity of these courses and the resulting lower 

prices for transport. Boating course is realised on the second level of 

elementary schools the least. Teachers stated that the biggest obstacle to 

the organization of this course is a high risk of injury. 
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Abstract 

In the last few years has been observed a progression of riding techniques 

in the cross-country skiing race, which cause to speeding up this kind of 

skiing. Technical changes are recorded especially for the classic cross-

country skiing techniques, specifically for double poling. The article 

surveys the history and current status of classical techniques, it describes 

the significant researches which are dealing with progression of double 

poling and it’s trying to forecast future developments at the same time. The 

result is an ascertainment that prestige of double poling is growing and with 

a development of training and increasing speed of run will grow also its 

share in overall usage of race track. 

 

Key words: cross-country skiing, classic technique, double poling 

 

Souhrn 

V závodním běhu na lyžích dochází v posledních několika letech k progresi 

techniky jízdy a tím i ke zrychlování běhu na lyžích. Technické změny jsou 

zaznamenávány zejména u klasické techniky běhu na lyžích, a to u 

soupažného běhu prostého. Článek mapuje historii a současný stav klasické 

techniky, popisuje významné výzkumy zabývající se problematikou progrese 

běhu soupažného prostého a současně se snaží o prognózu dalšího vývoje. 

Výsledkem je zjištění, že nadále roste význam soupažného běhu a že 
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s rozvojem trénovanosti a rychlosti běhu se nadále bude zvyšovat i jeho 

podíl v celkovém použití závodní trati. 

 

Klíčová slova: běh na lyžích, klasická technika, běh soupažný prostý 

 

Introduction 

In the last few years we have witnessed a great progression of double 

poling and kick double poling in cross-country (XC) skiing races and 

increasing proportion of their utilization on race track. Top long-distance 

runners use double poling for more than 80% of a track - depending on 

length and profile of a track. For example run of Vasaloppet or Marcialonga, 

where racers use ski without rising wax and they use double poling even in 

parts of track where the average uphill is overreaching 12% (Larsson, 

2011). Also standard track runners use double poling during their races 

more. The question that arises is: what will be the development of using 

these two styles of classic technique run and will the diagonal stride appear 

in ski races even after year 2020? This article tries to reflect the current 

status of classic technique and perspective of utilization of diagonal stride 

and double poling on race track. 

 

Methodology 

The method we chose to compile our overview article was content analysis 

of available literature dealing with ski running issue. We concretely aimed at 

sources dealing with classic technique. 

 

Classic technique 

When cross-country skiing, it is necessary to overcome various terrains. 

Being able to overcome it, it is required to handle a number of abilities, 

which we expertly call XC technique. This also includes basic ski running 

styles, where classic technique and skating belongs (Gnad, 2006). 
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In our report we aim at classic style of ski running, which is also 

professionally called classic technique. The classic technique was 

developed from primary human locomotion – walking and it related to origins 

of ski sport (Bolek, Ilavský, & Soumar, 2008; Kulhánek, 1989). The classic 

technique is characterized by parralel skies position during bounce and 

slide. In classic technique there are used two basic styles. It is diagonal 

stride and kick double poling. 

 

During diagonal stride the bounce is executed from the whole rail track. The 

prop to realization of the bounce is the middle part of the rail track, so called 

kick zone, which is furnished by rising wax. When the ski is fully weight, 

crystals from kick zone get through the snow and allow the realization of 

bounce. When using this cross-country technique, legs work in turns with 

alternate tapping of poles. (Bolek, Ilavský & Soumar, 2008; Gnad, 2006). 

 

The kick double poling us used especially on flat terrain and downhill trail. 

When using this cross-country skiing, double pole take turn with bounce of 

one leg, with synchronic alternating of slide in one-prop and two-prop stand 

(Ilavský & Suk, 2008; Gnad, 2006). 

 

Double poling 

Double poling is a special XC technique which is closely associated with 

classic technique and it is used very often during ski races. Some authors 

(Bolek, Ilavský, & Soumar, 2008; Gnad, 2006) classify double poling as an 

accelerating technique.  On the other hand Linnamo, Komi & Müller (2007) 

consider double poling as a part of XC technique. Dynamics of skier is 

created by involvement of arms and torso muscles, which is typical for this 

cross-country technique (Linnamo, Komi, & Müller, 2007). The latest 

researches (Holmberg, Lindinger, Stöggl, Eitzlmair, & Müller, 2005; Zory, 

Vuillerme, Pellegrini, Schena & Rouard, 2009) prove, that importance of 
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double poling in ski races is still increasing and that also muscles of hip joint 

and downer limbs are involved. 

 

The importance of double poling in modern ski races is increasing 

approximately last twenty years. In 1997 Saltin adverts to progressive 

development of speed in ski races when using particular cross-country 

techniques (Saltin, 1997). It is caused by several important factors. Above 

all, it is caused by better preparation of ski rails, improving technical and 

technological attributes of skies and poles and improving attributes of waxes 

(Hoffman & Clifford, 1992; Smith & Holmberg, 2010). The most significant 

influence had, according to number of studies (Hoffman & Clifford, 1992; 

Smith & Holmberg, 2010), the the creation of new technique – skating and 

also subsumption of sprinting disciplines. These sprinting disciplines brought 

changes not only in training of muscle abilities and endurance (Hoff, Gran, & 

Helgerud, 2002; Smith & Holmberg, 2010), but also in technique of 

performing, for example skating V2- one state double pole and classic 

technique double poling (Holmberg, Lindinger, Stöggl, Eitzlmair & Müller, 

2005; Sandbakk, 2011).  

 

Double poling and its progression 

As it was mentioned above, the first changes in double poling technique 

were recorded on a turn of 20th and 21st century. At first were technical 

differences noticeable at sprint ski racers and then also at long run ski 

racers (Jakl, 2009). It was claimed, that it is so called “sprinting form” of 

double poling, which was used after start, on a flat terrain, when forerunning 

an opponent and when finishing. The sprinting form differs from double 

poling in higher frequency of poles tapping, more upright torso stand in 

tapping phase and mainly in developing a greater force in a shorter time 

period and earlier tapping phase finish (Ilavský & Suk, 2005; Nilsson, Tveit 

& Eikrehagen, 2004).   
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Some pieces of knowledge about the “sprinting form” of double poling were 

brought also by Holmberg, Lindinger, Stöggl, Eitzlmair and Müller (2005) 

study. A group of 11 swedish junior representatives was divided on the 

basis of performed double poling technique into two groups. One group was 

made of skiers who use traditional double poling – outstretched arms in 

phase of tapping with participation of torso without significant flex of lower 

limbs joints. The second group was made of skiers who use sprinting form 

of double poling – elbows slightly away from the body when starting a phase 

of tapping, more significant flex in elbow, knee and astragalar joints in phase 

of main stroke. The group that used the sprinting form of double poling 

reached better results in measured tests. These racers had much more 

effective start and first third of double pole cycle than the group that used 

traditional double poling technique. The difference was also in flexion and 

extension of elbow joint in the phase of tapping the pole and directing it. 

Racers who used sprinting form of double poling digged their poles with an 

elbow angle 90° and then, in a phase of tapping, it reduced to 45° which 

allowed them to give more power to their pole and therefore gain better 

acceleration than racers who use traditional double poling. (Holmberg, 

Lindinger, Stöggl, Eitzlmair & Müller, 2005). The application of this double 

poling technique is demonstrated on picture 1. 

 

 

Picture1 Sprinting form of double poling (Nosek, 2012) 
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The kinematic issue of double poling was dealt with in study of Stöggle, 

Lindinger a Müller (2007). The aim of their wide research was a multiple 

analysis of physiological reactions, a recision of relations between 

kinematical and physiological variables of sprinting performance and 

verification of hypothesis, whether the maximal speed of double poling and 

diagonal stride correlates with a sprinting performance. 12 elite ski racers 

were tested and took a simulated race in classical technique sprint.  The 

results prove that the faster double poling skiers used its sprinting form with 

the same stroke frequency but with a greater power effect then the slower 

ones. This indicates the importance of power abilities and also confirms the 

fact, that technique of upper limbs, torso and downer limbs influences the 

speed of classical technique sprint. 

 

This fact is also confirmed by another, two years younger, study of Stöggle 

and Müller (2009). They were dealing with a period of double pole cycle. 

They observed how the abbreviated time of tension and prolonged time of 

panache influence double poling maximal speed. Test was participated by 

24 Austrian elite ski racers. The results proved that the phase that most 

influences speed is the first phase of tension (0,30s), when poles are digged 

into surface with a great impulsion. The followed tapping phase is 

recovering phase (Stöggl & Müller, 2009).  This is also affirmed by Nilsson, 

Tveit and Eikrehagen (2004) research. They found out that the period of 

double pole cycle is practically the same, but by more impulsive tapping 

skier accelerate the whole motion (Nilsson, Tveit, & Eikrehagen, 2004). 

 

The abbreviation of tension is confirmed also by last published research of 

Austrian-Swedish research team (Lindiger, Holmberg, Müller, & Rapp, 

2012). This research tested 13 elite skiers neuromuscular activation of 

major muscles involved in double poling by EMG. During the test of double 

poling on treadmill, executed on roller-skies, they aimed at involvement of 

selected muscles in different phases. The research affirmed the 
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abbreviation of tension time in the first third of tapping phase of the fastest 

runners, especially for triceps brachial (m.triceps brancii), and also high 

dependence on maximal performance and maximal strenght. 

 

XC technique perspectives and use of particular styles of classic 

technique 

According to researches (Lindiger, Holmberg, Müller, & Rapp, 2012; Smith, 

& Holmberg, 2010; Stöggl, Lindinger, & Müller, 2007; Stöggl, & Müller, 

2009) it is evident, that double poling technique is very important speed 

factor.  Researches show, that major significance of this sprinting technique 

is in sprinting disciplines. The key to success of the fastest skiers who use 

double poling is acceleration in first third of tension and abbreviation of the 

last phase. When look on sprint races of world cup, you do not see any 

competitor who does not use this technique. It is also sure, that it has 

significance even in other ski-running disciplines. During the last years also 

standard distance competitors of world cup use this technique more often. It 

is more and more common that competitors deal with collective start and 

according to very equal efficiency also collective finish. With the increasing 

speed and high fitness of the “sprinting” double poling technique is more or 

less settled in a ski platoon and most of top skiers use it. The proof is 

finishing of Peter Northug and other, especially Norwegian and Swedish, 

competitors. 

 

It can be assumed, that significance of double poling will be increasing in 

the future even as a share of this XC technique and using other XC 

techniques, like kick double poling and diagonal stride, in overall track 

distance. Here we can see also possibilities for further research, because by 

this time there is no published issue about share of particular XC-techniques 

of particular competitors in different parts of a race track. However, we 

expect that in the World Cup races on standard tracks with a wavy profile 

the significance of double poling will be increasing even in the future but 
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diagonal stride won’t disappear and it will be a faster way to get through 

steep uphill and simultaneously the kick double poling will be more effective 

on a flat parts of race track. 

 

It can be assumed, that in Worldloppet long distance races will be double 

poling still major cross-country technique and its application within the whole 

track will increase even in races with relatively wavy profile. Competitors will 

still apply glider on their skies and they will use grip wax only in races with 

high uphill share like Norwegian Birkebeinerrenet. 

 

It should also be noted that double poling technique is closely related to 

power endurance capabilities of competitors and their high fitnessThis is 

why it is performed mostly by male competitors. Women use double poling 

technique less but, as well as for men, it can be assumed that there will be 

an increasing progression of this technique in women races. 

 

Perspectives of double poling in training practice 

The importance of power endurance capabilities and double poling 

technique was mentioned more than 10 years ago in many publications and 

studies (Hoff, Gran & Helgerud, 2002; Kulhánek, 1989; Mahood, Kenefick, 

Kertzer & Quinn, 2001; Saltin, 1997).  In 70s of the 20th century the 

importance of power capabilities was realized by competitors and coaches 

of, that time, Soviet Union. They called it “Soviet power-frequency school”. It 

was typical by its usefulness, increased frequency of motion and especially 

by its power concept of movement, which brought higher application of 

double poling, its modifications and also increased share of strenght training 

of competitors (Gnad, 2006). As it was mentioned above, another break in 

the conception of this technique and the related changes in strength training 

was brought by the invention and introduction of skating sprint races. The 

research of Holmberg, Lindinger, Stöggl, Eitzlmair and Müller (2005) shows 

that muscles are involved in double poling with sequential effect. First is m. 
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rectus abdominis, m. obliquus externus and internus abdomini and trun 

flexor like m. quadriceps femoris. Furthermore, the effect is made by 

muscles of cingulum, like m. latissimus dorsi, m. teres major and m. 

pectoralis major. In the last phase then muscles of arm and forearm are 

involved – m.triceps brachii and m. flexor carpi. Also muscles of lower limbs 

are involved in sprinting form of double poling (m. quadriceps femoris, m. 

gluteus maximus, m. biceps femoris, m. triceps surae and also m.  tibialis 

anterior). This clearly show, that strength training of race skiers must be 

comprehensive with special training equipment such as double poling on 

roller skies and cross-country skies. Various types of simulators, which 

imitate work of muscles that are involved in double poling, should definitely 

be a part of cross-country skiers training, which is also proved by study 

(Wisloff & Helgerud, 1998). The proportion of strenght training of adult 

racers should be more than 30% in one year training cycle. 

 

Conclusion 

In the introduction of this article we asked ourselves two questions. What 

will be the development of two basic styles of classical technique and will ski 

racers use diagonal stride also after year 2020? We suppose, that the 

significance of double poling will be still increasing in future and with the 

development of training and run speed will also grow its utilization on race 

tracks. However, in World Cup races the double poling wont replace 

diagonal stride completely and it will be used also after year 2020. Other 

situation will be in long distance Worldloppet races, where this cross-country 

technique already completely replaced diagonal stride. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a project of an outdoor education program for 

preschool and early school age children, including its verification in practice. 

The project was tested in both day and night version with a total of 34 

children aged 3-10 years. For the verification of the project in practice, we 

used the method of preparation of the game in combination with the direct 

observation and the pen and paper group interview. The interview was 

conducted with parents and the key areas were: the intensity of individual 

tasks in relation to age, improper or dangerous parts of the game, the 

attractiveness of the game, the impact on relationships among children and 

overall social development of the child, the influence on the relationship to 

the outdoors and the general approprietness of the educational methods. 

The responses of children and parents are the proof that these methods 

work and should be used to a greater extent. For research in this area it is 

necessary to apply outdoor experiential-educational methods more 

frequently, systematically and on a long-term basis and to identify 

appropriate research methods. 

 

Key words: outdoor education program, pre-and primary school, outdoor 

project, game 
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Souhrn 

Článek popisuje projekt outdoorového vzdělávacího programu pro děti 

předškolního a mladšího školního věku včetně jeho ověření v praxi. Projekt 

byl ověřován v denní i noční variantě celkem na 34 dětech ve věkovém 

rozmezí 3-10 let. Pro ověření projektu v praxi jsme použili metody vlastní 

přípravy hry v kombinaci s přímým pozorováním a s řízeným skupinovým 

rozhovorem. Rozhovor byl uskutečněn s rodiči a klíčové oblasti byly: 

náročnost jednotlivých úkolů ve vztahu k věku, nevhodné či nebezpečné 

části hry, atraktivnost hry, vliv na vztahy mezi dětmi a celkový sociální rozvoj 

dítěte, vliv na vztah k pobytu v přírodě a celkové vhodnosti vzdělávací 

metody. Výpovědi dětí i rodičů jsou důkazem, že tyto metody výuky fungují 

a je vhodné je zařazovat ve větší míře. Pro výzkum v této oblasti je nutné 

prožitkové outdoorové výchovně-vzdělávací metody využívat častěji, 

systematicky a dlouhodobě a vymezit vhodné výzkumné metody. 

 

Klíčová slova: outdoorový vzdělávací program, předškolní a školní stupeň, 

outdoorový projekt, hra 

 

Introduction 

The education through experience realized in the natural environment is 

currently an alternative to traditional educational-learning approaches. The 

basics of the modern pedagogy using the experience can be found already 

in Comenius´s or Dewey´s works. Comenius (1991) considers the 

"emotional outlook" as a way to overcome the mechanical learning and 

education based on common sense and understanding relationships of the 

outside world. Dewey (1997) considers the education without experience as 

absurd and he recommends to use the processes associated with the 

evaluation of experience for a personal growth. This approach neatly 

combines educational objectives with the personality-social development 

and with the active movement in nature. 
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In this paper, we try to give you guidance and to inspire teachers, educators, 

parents and others interested in the use of these means in practice. Despite 

being aware of time, material and professional demands, the responses of 

children and especially their parents, who were also involved in the 

program, are the reason why we have decided to publish it. The program 

was tested in both daytime and nighttime conditions, therefore some of the 

parts of the paper are divided. The basic concept of both parts of the 

program is the same where in each of these variants there are different 

educational focuses, tasks and procedures. 

 

Theoretical outcomes 

Although the educational use of pedagogical experience has been 

interwoven with the pedagogical process since the time of Comenius, this 

approach is currently still considered emerging "movement from 

,below´(from the practice), Up' (to the theory)" (Neuman, Vomáčková, & 

Vomáčko, 1999, 39). This development trend results in a number of 

terminological confusions. These terminological issues are analyzed by 

Turčová (2005) who presents the most common terms it educational 

procedures dealing with an authentic experience and stay in nature as 

"education through experience" and "experiential education." Turčová 

defines the experiential education as a theoretical discipline dealing with the 

practical areas - education through experience. The experiential pedagogy 

was defined  by Jirasek (2004, 15) as "... the theoretical outcome and 

analysis of such educational processes that work with introduction, analysis 

and reflection of experiential events in order to gain experience transferable 

to the next life." 

The history of the Czech experiential education and its place among 

educational disciplines describes Hanuš (2009). The theory and practice of 

experiential education is described by Hanuš and Chytilová (2009) in the 

publication „Zážitkově pedagogické učení“ (Experiantial-pedagogical 

learning) and the experiantial method is both theoretically and practically 
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discussed by Valenta (2005, 2008). Pelánek (2008) published a 

methodological title „Instructor´s Handbook for Experiential Events“ and 

„Experiential Learning Programs „(2010)  which are among  few publications 

suitable for the use in the school environment.  In addition to educational 

and self-development goals they also emphasize the objectives of the 

education. And this publication was the initial inspiration for this presented 

project. 

 

Based on searching and comparing the terminology in the English literature 

Turčová (2005) mentions the following most common terms: experiential 

education, action learning, adventure learning, experiential learning and 

outdoor education. If we want to classify the character of our project, the 

most appropriate term is the "outdoor education". The presented activity is 

realized in nature, it has clear learning objectives, which are complemented 

by educational objectives and we don´t work with the feedback in terms of 

personal and social development of children. 

 

Objective 

The aim of this research project is to create an outdoor education program 

for primary school children and to verify it in practice. Based on its 

realisation the partial objectives are to find out: 

1) the difficulty of individual tasks in relation to age; 

2) inappropriate or dangerous parts of the game; 

3) the attractiveness of the game; 

4) the impact on relationships between children and overall social 

development of a child; 

5) the impact on relationship to the outdoors; 

6) the appropriateness of educational methods. 
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Methodology 

To verify our project of an outdoor education program for school children of 

younger age in practice, we used the method of the actual preparation of the 

game in combination with the direct observation method and the group 

interview method. In terms of research methods  it is the experimental 

intervention qualitative research with elements of the case study. When 

choosing the appropriate methods we were inspired by Miovský (1996) and 

Hendl (1997, 2005). For the creation of the educational content, we came 

out from the Framework Education Programme (RVP) for the pre-school 

and school education. 

 

RVP for preschool education 

The program contains elements that develop pre-school children in all 

educational areas. Most notably in the following areas: " Child and his Body" 

and "Child and his Psyche." The benefits can be found in other educational 

areas "Child and Others," Child and Society "and" Child and World ", too. 

 

RVP for basic education 

The program contains elements that develop school-age children primarily 

in the areas of "Man and His World," Man and Nature "and" Man and 

Health“. The benefits can be found in the areas of "Man and Society" and 

"Man and World of Work." 

 

Research group 

The daily variation of the program was implemented in the summer camp for 

parents and children and the program was attended by 21 children between 

3-10 years (1 ten years old, 2 eight years old, 2 seven years old, 6 four 

years old, 2 five years old, 7 four years old, 1 three years old). 

The night variation group consisted of 13 children (3 four years old, 4 five 

years old, 6 six years old) and the program was implemented as a leisure 

activity for parents and children of the kindergarten Čibuz. 
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In both cases, the children were divided into five groups. In each group 

there was at least one adult who ensured safety of the game and read 

motivational stories during the course. The youngest children took part 

mostly with the assistance of their parents. 

 

Methods of data collection and processing 

The data collection was ensured by group interviews, videos and participant 

observation. The data fixation are the audio recordings of interviews, videos, 

notes and notes from participant observation. The validity of the research 

was ensured by the triangulation - several methods were used for the data 

acquisition and their fixation. The data were processed from two 

independent researchers and we listed only the interpretation in which they 

match. The main standpoint in the data analysis was to evaluate the given 

program with regard to the sub-goals. Some of these objectives were 

determined in advance, some "arose" in the course of the research. 

 

Project and Realisation of the Outdoor Educational Program 

Title: In the Footsteps of Knowledge 

Educational objectives: The daily variation of the game (DV): To give 

insight of developmental stage of the Earth - Mesozoic and to familiarize 

children with the field work of archaeologists. The night variation of the 

game (NV): To understand the nature of flying of hot air balloons and related 

fundamental physical phenomena (hot air rises). For the NV and DV: to 

learn the basic compass work. 

Educational objectives: To strengthen positive relationship to outdoor life, 

to promote moral-volitive qualities, to strengthen the responsibility for 

themselves and for others, to promote fair play thinking. 

Development of key competences: Communicative, social and personal, 

work, learning, problems solving competences. 

Health effects: The development of deft, balance and coordination skills; 

the increase of the overall resistance of the organism. 
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Process - methodical description 

Task: To master the route with help of a map, to meet ongoing challenges, 

to decode the searched object and to fulfil the final task. 

Motivation: To attract children´s attention to the game issue it is important to 

chose appropriate motivation. It may be a short sketch or story, a fairy tale 

or another form. In our case a short sketch was used for the daily version 

and a short fairy tale for the night version. 

 

Material and time demands: We recommend to determine the time limitation 

of the game based on the average age of the children. The younger 

children, the shorter game it should be. More time-consuming than the 

actual game is its preparation. The "office" preparation of maps and other 

aids by one person takes approximately one working day. The „field“ 

preparation depends on the number of organizers, environment and other 

conditions (detailed in paragraph Methodological Notes). 

 

Game basics: Each group gets a schematic map - verified in NV (Picture 

1a). To simplify the preparation a satellite map (verified in DV) can be also 

used. The children set off in groups gradually or all groups at once (each 

starting at a different site). They have a transparent foil with the next course 

progress (children carry the foils with them or find them item by item). They 

attach the foil to the map (by the key - Picture 1b) to find out the next 

direction. At each post they receive a hint which helps them to detect the 

searched artifact. At the last site they decode all the clues together and 

finish the final task. While wandering through the different site they perform 

subtasks which help to fulfil educational goals. 
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Picture 1a  Sample of a prepared map with orientation symbols  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1b Sample of a foil with a symbol 

 

Ongoing tasks: Ongoing tasks are always clearly written on each site. 

For the daily version the following tasks were included: 

1. To sneak in through a security mechanism : It is recommended to criss-

cross tie the entry into a makeshift forest hut (instead of a hut a 

guarded space may be indicated as a rope or marked trees) with a 

string, so that at least three holes in this net can be crawled through; 

two "brave" children has to crawl through the net with no touch into the 

protected area and to find another part of the map and codes and to 

climb safely out again. 

2. To master the course tied together:  All  the members of the group hold 

the rope and present a tied group that goes together from one specific 

task to another. 

Foil 1 
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3. To go through a highly guarded area: The map shows a marked 

segment which the group must go through. This area is highly guarded 

and there is a guard who will not let anyone away without a penalty. 

The group´s mission is to go through the territory and escape the 

guard. If the guard catches someone and reads his/her  registration 

symbol on anyone´s face (see Pic. 2 – this can´t be hidden with the 

hand) this caught person musn´t speak until finding the archaeological 

treasure. 

4. To find the grandmother  of the treasure guard: Based on the place on 

the map to find the treasure guard´s grandmother and to hear the story 

of an extinct species living on the Earth and to remember this story (the 

story of the development of the Earth and the extinct dinosaurs). 

5. To gather wood for the treasure guard: The children continuously 

gather wood which will be a gift for the treasure guard. 

6. To dig out the last indication by using archaeological tools: On a 

location indicated in the map to dig out the last part of the picture by 

using equipment carried by the children. 

For the night version following tasks were included: 

1. To cross the gorge: There is a rope barrier "Footbridge" (slack line at the 

bottom, rope at the top) stratched between trees.  For higher 

attractiveness we attached green luminous sticks to the slack line. 

Below the barrier there were more luminous sticks accentuating the 

height of the footbridge above the ground. After completing the task 

everyone could take one indication. The indications presented different 

pictures of various balls (basketball, tennis, soccer, etc.). 

2. Search for red gems: There are orange and red bicycle reflectors 

indicating gems on the meadow. The children shine with a  flashlight into 

the meadow where there are the reflectors scattered. The sought 

indications can be found only at red reflectors and if not found there they 

must look at others. The indications display everything that flies (birds, 

various types of aircraft, missiles, etc.). 
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3. Working with  compass: Orient the paper  to the north and follow the 

arrow on the paper to find the sought site (Picture 3). At the sought site 

there is a buried indication. To help to find the place it was also marked 

with a luminous stick. The third indication was a transparent foil with a 

searched part including the key symbols (Picture 4). 

 

         

Picture 2 Sample of a symbol for the guarded area Picture 3 Sample of a prepared paper for 
the task " Working with a compas" 

 

Final task: This task is the highlight of the game when the learned 

information and acquired skills meet with practice. It is the main point of the 

event, which thanks to the mediated emotions presents the motivation for 

further learning. 

Daily version – To find the archaeological site, to fulfill the wishes of the 

treasure guard, to find the treasure and to dig it out. To find your way with a 

compass at the site of excavations of the last indication (Picture 3) and to be 

able to count the specified number of steps in the right directio where the 

treasure guard is waiting. To hand a gift (gathered wood) to treasure 

guard´s hands that he needs to maintain the fire and to answer his 

questions about the development of the country and endangered species  

(if the children don´t remember the answers, he sends them back to his 

grandmother to find them out). After answering questions the guard shows 

them the treasure. All the found foils are to be attached to each other by the 

key symbols (Picture 4). The children dig out the treasure (each group has 
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its own) which consists of miniature skeletons of dinosaurs. The children put 

together the skeletons and identify them (eg. Picture 5). 

  

Picture 4 Sample of decoding the searched   Picture 5 Sample of an assembled object 
with help of transparent foils                                 searched treasure (DV) 

 

Night version – The children were supposed to detect the searched object 

from the two found indications.  After decoding the last indication the 

children get the certainy of the searching object. All found foils are put on 

the paper by the key symbols (Picture 6). The result is a picture of a hot air 

balloon. 

To understand the principle of flying hot air balloons we prepared a cover 

foil used in room painting. We glued edges on three sides, so as to form a 

closed cylinder. The unglued edge was placed above the fire. The hot air 

from the fire elevated the foil further up. The children could take it in their 

hands and feel how the foil raises. 
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The highlight of the night version of the game is the flying of the happiness 

lanterns. Each child painted his/her wish on the lantern and later they were 

all released. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 6 Sample of decoding the searched object with help of transparent foils 

 

Results and discussion 

Based on the analysis of interviews with parents and observations the 

following findings emerged: 

1. Difficulty of various tasks in relation to age: During the daily variation all 

the tasks were well manageable without significant complications. During 

the night version several following problems appeared: Working with the 

map and compass requires more practical preparation. During the game 

some parents had (especially at the night version) to intervene and specify 

some destinations. This shows that the participation of parents in each 

group is irreplaceable and we must allow enough time for the practical 

training prior to the game. 

2. Inappropriate or dangerous parts of the game: In both day and night 

variations no unsafe or unsuitable parts of the game were found. 

3. Learning effect: Thus can not be determined because of the short period 

of time. It would be better to re-contact the participants, eg. after a month 
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and to conduct a further research. This unfortunately failed. To evaluate the 

learning effect it would be appropriate to include a similar program in school 

lessons and through a didactic test to verify the level of the learning effect 

and to do the same test with a control group learning the same topic without 

the implementation of this or other similar methods. 

4. The attractiveness of the game: During the program the children were  

fully involved in the activity; no visible signs of fatigue, resentment or 

defiance were noticed. The children worked happily to complete the final 

tasks and they were fully concentrated. We can say that the program was 

very attractive and engaging for them. 

5. The influence on the relationships between children and overall social 

development of a child: Especially in meeting the ongoing challenges, the 

children were forced to collaborate in groups, which in some cases required 

correction by present adults. The children had to consider eachother´s 

presence, tolerate individual work pace and share the tasks. In none of the 

groups a problem of such a matter  occured and the parents or adults 

considered this for very important. 

6. The influence on the relationship to the outdoors: In both variants, the 

children were instructed to be respectful to the environment. They acquired 

the basics principles of being outdoor. 

7. The overall suitability of educational methods: The biggest positive part of 

this program is its complexity. The parents and observers considered the 

emotional involvement of children and mediated experiences as the greatest 

contribution of this program. For major conclusions it would be appropiate to 

realize and evaluate similar programs more frequently. 

 

Based on the observation and analysis more practical advice resulted: 

The maximum number of children involved in the game is mainly affected by 

the potential of organizers. If it was designed for individuals, then we 

suggest, with regard to the length of the game, a maximum of 10 
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participants. You can create smaller groups (eg. 3 participants per team) 

and divide the roles (eg. navigator, observer). 

In the case of the next discovery of other foils with indications and further 

course progress (DV) it is necessary to have the route sheets prepared for 

each group separately and to ensure that each group can always find the 

one that belongs to it (preparation of the route for each group in a different 

way). In our case, the foils varied in color and each group always searched 

only their color (Picture 5). 

 

Picture 5 Sample of colorful differentiation for searched foils 

 

To prepare the DV in the field it is necessary to reserve approx. 3 hours (2 

organizers) in advance.  The preparation of the NV is a bit shorter - it 

depends on the environment and the area. 

Before the actual realization of the NV  it is needed to prepare the children 

not only for individual tasks in the daylight, but also to the specifics of the 

movement at night. The children have to be accustomed to it, otherwise 

without any preparation it can be very stressful. This is especially true for 

the youngest children (aged three, four and five years) and for children 

whose parents will not accompany them (not in each group there are 

parents of all children). From experience we know that the darknes makes 

all the tasks much more difficult. This preparation can be also divided into a 

few days. One of the most important moments in this project is the sufficient 

attention we pay to the motivation and psychological preparation of children.  

Since the children were familiar with the environment in which the NV was 

implemented, their stress of the unknown and of the darkness was minimal,  

even among the smallest ones. In this age group the presence of at least 

one parent was substantial, so the children could feel safe and in both game 

variations they could fully participate. 
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It is preferable to carry out the game in the environment that children know. 

The time depends on the number of groups, the number of tasks and 

possible time limitation. 

 

Conclusion 

In the theoretical part we described the possibilities and uses of outdoor 

activities in education. In the described and in practice varified project of an 

outdoor education program for school children of younger age, we tried to 

link the theory with the practice. Although we could not verify the fulfillment 

of all educational goals, we evaluated the program as very beneficial. The 

program´s greatest benefit is its educational complexity and the mediation of 

authentic experiences as a pedagogical tool. The responses of children and 

parents are the proof that these teaching methods work and should be used 

in much larger extent. For the research in this area it is necessary to 

implement the outdoor experiential educational methods more frequently, 

systematicaly and on a long term basis and to identify appropriate research 

methods. 
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Abstract 

Every year many people in Czech Republic die because of hypothermia. 

The lovers of outdoor activities, which are realized in winter and in alpine 

environment, should know at least some basic information about this 

dangerous and life-threatening condition. We should adjust our plans as 

necessary to avoid risking hypothermia. And when we give the first aid we 

should be able to determine the stage of hypothermia correctly, preclude 

another heat loss of the body and apply important steps to stop increasing 

heat loss. The hypothermia is influenced by many interior and exterior 

factors. 

Key woks: outdoor activities, hypothermia, first aid 

 

Souhrn 

Každý rok umírá v České republice několik osob na podchlazení. Účastníci 

outdoorových aktivit, realizovaných zejména v zimním období nebo ve 

vysokohorském prostředí, by měli mít odpovídající znalosti o tomto 

závažném, život ohrožujícím stavu organizmu. Podchlazení je nutné 

předcházet a při poskytnutí první pomoci musíme umět dobře zhodnotit 

stupeň podchlazení, zabránit všemi prostředky dalším ztrátám tepla a 

uplatnit všechny postupy potřebné k ohřátí organizmu. Vznik podchlazení 

ovlivňuje řada vnějších i vnitřních faktorů.  

 

Klíčová slova: outdoorové aktivity, podchlazení, první pomoc 
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Introduction 

Probability of death caused by hypothermia is more frequent than people 

think it is. For example, in Great Britain 8000 people probably died yearly 

/65 people daily/ because of hypothermia (Read, 2012). It is true that more 

cases are caused by low temperature in houses. But outdoor activities bring 

the situations when one is threatened one’s life. And the consequences are 

deaths of some peoples producing outdoor sports. And it has its 

consequences. Every year a number of people died during the outdoor 

sports. The human body is able to tolerate extreme conditions, because its 

regulative mechanism can keep optimal human body temperature, usually 

maintained near a constant level of 37°C, for long time. If exposed to cold 

and the internal mechanisms are unable to replenish the heat that is being 

lost, a drop in core temperature occurs. Hypothermia is influenced by many 

interior or exterior factors, it usually occurs from exposure to low 

temperatures, strong wind, stay in cold water, under avalanche or in a 

crevice. This specific trauma is characterized by many symptoms, which are 

causing the failure of thermoregulation. Progressively the core temperature 

is dropping below 35°C and the hypothermia occurs (Kubalová, 2011a). 

Two types of accidental hypothermia are recognised. Acute hypothermia 

(often called immersion hypothermia) is caused by sudden exposure to cold 

such as immersion in cold water or a person caught in a snow avalanche. 

The person can die in few tens of minutes (Obtulovič & Kubalová, 2005) 

 

Methodology 

We used contentual analysis of nonfiction books from last years for 

elaboration of this article. We focused on resources which deal with giving 

first aid for the hypothermia and avalanche issues. 
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Stages of hypothermia 

The signs and symptoms vary depending on the degree of hypothermia and 

may be divided by the three stages of severity which are mild/temperature 

36-33°C/, moderate/ temperature 32-27°C/ and severe/ temperature  below 

27°C/.But in praxis, it is better to decide about stages after realization of the 

symptoms that person is affected by. We use the REGA classification of five 

stages of hypothermia/it is an abbreviation of the Air Rescue Service in 

Switzerland (REGA, 2012). The classification depends on shivering, level of 

consciousness and function of transport system. 

 

Stage I 

Stage I is characterized by shivering, cyanotic colour of skin, person, who is 

affected, is under consciousness, confused, difficulty in speaking and 

complains of a pain of limbs. During the analysis of condition of the victims it 

can appear a failure of fine motor skills, hypertension, high heart race, 

hyperventilation and temperature of the human core is between 35-32°C C 

(Kubalová, 2007). 

 

Stage II 

Stage II is connected with somnolence. The hypothermic victims are 

conscious, able to respond to communication, difficulty in speaking, but they 

don’t complain of cold or the pains of the limbs anymore. Twenty to fifty 

percent of hypothermia deaths are associated with paradoxical undressing. 

The person becomes disoriented, confused, and combative. They may 

begin discarding their clothing, which, in turn, increases the rate of heat 

loss. During the analysis of condition of the patients it can appear a failure of 

fine motor skills in the face. The temperature of the human core is between 

32-28°C (Dirks, 2007). Pay the attention to the two factors: 

a) If we have equipments for measuring a human temperature in terrain we 

can usually use the external auditory canal or the skin of limbs. But this 

temperature may be different than the temperature of the human core and 
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its degree is not compatible with the stage of hypothermia. Also the 

temperature of the external auditory canal is compatible only with lower 

forms of hypothermia. 

b) The symptoms are similar to drunken people, but overcooled people’s 

heart rate decreases, so does their respiration. 

 

Stage III 

Stage III is connected with unconsciousness. We are not able to wake the 

hypothermic patients up neither with painful stimuli. During the analysis of 

condition, we find out that their pupils are dilated but react to the light. The 

heart rate is irregular and no palpable, they have intermittent breathing /3-4 

inhales per minute/ and if we had measured the blood pressure we would 

find low values of systolic and diastolic blood pressure. The temperature of 

the human body is between 28-24°C. 

 

Stage IV 

The hypothermia patients have shown no signs of life and do not respond to 

painful stimuli. Their heart rate is no palpable, they do not breathe and the 

dilated pupils do not react to the light. The temperature of the human body 

core is below 24°C (Honzík, 2010; Kubalová, 2007). 

 

Stage V 

Stage V is similar to the Stage IV (unconsciousness, no reaction to any of 

stimuli and no functions of the transport system). The difference from the 

Stage IV is that the chest and abdomen are tough. So it is almost impossible 

to strike it when we make indirect heart massage. The temperature is below 

15°C (Dirks, 2007; Kubalová, 2007; 2011a, b). 
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First Aid 

When we found someone who is overcooled we must act quick and 

expertly. We always start giving the first aid in isolate space/borrow, tent, 

cottage/, thus, if it is possible. As soon as possible we have to arrange a 

perfect insulation with the clothes including a hat, blanket, aluminium foil 

and a sleep bag or bivy sack. If we find out that it is Stage II. or worse, we 

will never push the victim to move. We try not to move with him and give him 

“warmth from outside”.  

 

As the basic possibilities to do that is giving the chemical heaters such as a 

heating bag or bags/PET bottles with warm water – giving to a chest, 

abdomen, axilla (armpits) and groins and after wrap the body to the blanket 

or sleep bag or aluminium foil /picture 1/ (Kubalová, 2007; Štampar, 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1 Places for external heating with wrap (Štampar, 2012) 

We can modify this method to accelerate the heating body with using wet 

warm when we use Hibler’s thermal pack. We use a piece of cloth or a towel 

soaked in hot or warm water/ also we can use tea or coffee/ and put on the 

hypothermic patient’s chest and abdomen /picture 2/. We can put dry cloth 

on the body and then spill water from a thermos flask /thickness of cloth 

should be 2-4 cm (1-1, 5 inches)/. If the liquid is really hot, we won’t put it 

directly on the skin, but on the underwear of the rescued person. Then, we 

wrap the hypothermic patient to dry blankets, sleep bags or the best wrap 
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would be to an aluminium foil. If we don’t have the aluminium foil, we can 

use rain coat or plastic bag. This shell keeps as many of 80% heat evolving 

from human body. The wrapping is really close to the body, but the limbs 

are free to move. If we move the patient to quite close place, we can change 

the wet cloth once per one hour. Don’t forget hats and scarf to put over the 

face, because thank with that the breath is warmer than usually. It’s 

necessary to serve hot and sweet drinks.  

 

Attention – we never warm the legs up, but only we make the body 

insulation (Holzner, 2009; Obtulovič & Kubalová, 2005; Sieger, 2008). 

 

Picture 2 Hibler thermal pack (Obtulovič & Kubalová, 2005) 

We pay attention to a state of the consciousness and the basic life 

functions, usually every 3-5 minutes. If the failure of the transport system 

occurs, we will begin cardiopulmonary resuscitation immediately while we 

make sure the perfect insulation and still continue in heating of hypothermic 

patient’s body (Pyšný, Hajerová-Müllerová, & Pyšná, 2011). 

 

The similar situation is occurred by ones who are under an avalanche where 

possibility of injury, asphyxiation and hypothermia is. We have to act very 

quickly and we mustn’t forget that the biggest risk is the asphyxiation. And 

after rescuing avalanche victims we begin cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

immediately (Pyšný, Hajerová-Müllerová, & Pyšná, 2011). The stage of 

hypothermia is analyzed by the state of consciousness and spent time 
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under the snow. If the spent time under avalanche is longer than 30-35 

minutes, survive only those who have created an air pocket. In this case it is 

about the severe degree. Another risk of this situation is behavior of the 

victim who is often keen on moving from saving his life. We must moderate 

his "enthusiasm", keep him in perfect peace and proceed similarly as in 

other cases of hypothermia (Kubalová, 2011a; Lienerth, 2007). 

 

Conclusion 
 
The hypothermia can become dangerous and life-threatening condition of 

the human body during doing the outdoor activities. This is the reason why 

we have to think about prevention and avoid this situation. If we organize 

the outdoor activities, we must know any information about possibility and 

availability of rescue service in a given locality. We mustn’t realize activities 

when weather forecast is unacceptable, it means a strong wind or 

temperature below -20°C. During the activity we still follow the weather 

forecast and when something changes we give information to every 

participator immediately.  Nobody, who participates in outdoor sport, must 

forget about the preventive measures. These preventive measures include 

good health and fitness, individual acclimatization to cold, appropriate 

clothing including shoes, sufficient supplies of energy (food and liquids) and 

a good knowledge of the environment with its potential risks. 
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Abstract 

This article tries to search for interconnections between three different 

approaches to outdoor activities. These approaches are the sportive, the 

poetical and the philosophical. The first part deals with the meaningfulness 

of this concept. Heidegger´s analysis of Trakl´s poem Winter Evening gives 

some possibilities how to interconnect philosophy and poetry. The spiritual 

dimension of man is enlarged by poetry in a way that is inaccessible for 

science or philosophy. The author follows Heidegger´s analysis of Georg 

Trakl´s poetry. He develops his ideas and focuses them on the topic of 

outdoor activities. The selected part of Hölderlin´s poem In Lovely Blue is 

presented here as the motive to do outdoor activities. Then some examples 

from the production of Czech folk singers are added and discussed. 

 

Extreme moments arising from some difficult life situations are illustrated by 

a selected example – a story about two mountaineers. The author touches 

ethical discourses and confronts theory with practice. He shows that 

responsibility for decision making can be enlarged by the complexity of our 

perception of the world. An ideal model of an “outdoor being“ is presented in 

conclusion - one who should carry a bit of a philosopher, a poet and a 

sportsman/woman altogether in his/her mind. 

 

Key words: Ethics, poetry, human movement, outdoor activities, 

anthropolological paradigms. 
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Souhrn 

Text se pokouší hledat souvislosti mezi třemi výrazně rozdílnými přístupy k 

aktivitám v přírodě. Jedná se o přístup sportovní, básnický a filosofický. 

V úvodní části se autor zabývá smysluplností takového hledání. 

Heideggerův rozbor Traklovy básně Zimní večer ukazuje několik zajímavých 

možností pro propojení filosofie a poezie. V porovnání německé a anglické 

verze vidíme volnost překladatele, která je u vědeckých překladů 

nemyslitelná. Duševní rozměr člověka je rozevírán poezií způsobem, který 

věda nereflektuje a ani filosofie jej ve své abstrakci nedokáže zcela 

obsáhnout. Autor se věnuje Heideggerově komentáři a rozboru úryvku z 

Traklovy poezie a své vývody postupně směřuje k aktivitám v přírodě. V tom 

pokračuje i v ukázce z Hölderlinovy básně V rozmilé modři. Nastiňuje 

některé možnosti, jak vnímání této básně může přispívat k motivaci člověka 

zabývajícího se aktivitami v přírodě. Přidává i ukázku poetiky trampské 

písně.  

 

Vyhrocené momenty plynoucí ze složitých životních situací jsou ilustrovány 

na vybraném příkladu z horolezeckého prostředí. Autor se dotýká některých 

etických diskursů a konfrontuje teorii s praxí. Ukazuje, že zodpovědnost za 

rozhodnutí a volbu cesty je podmiňována a současně rozšiřována 

komplexností vnímání okolního světa. Text se uzavírá návrhem na ideální 

model “outdoorové bytosti”, která v sobě propojuje sportovce, filosofa i 

básníka. 

  

Klíčová slova: Etika, poezie, pohyb člověka, aktivity v přírodě, 

antropologická paradigmata. 

 

Introduction 

Firstly we would like to explain why the interconnection between outdoor 

activities, philosophy and poetry could be considered as beneficial and why 

it should become the object of our interest. Our aim is to focus on the fact 
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that if we interconnect three possible approaches to the sphere of outdoor 

activities, we can enlarge the perception of an outdoor person and provide 

him/her a more cohesive platform for choices of behaviour in different 

situations. These three approaches are the sportive, the philosophical and 

the poetical.  

 

Our goal is primarily educational. We try to show how it matters that every 

person has his/her spiritual dimension and, for a person who loves outdoor 

activities, this dimension can be multiplied with a positive relation towards 

nature, respect for nature and the ability to survive in outdoor conditions. 

We search for the personality who can be a carrier of a versatile and 

harmoniously developed ideal of the cultivated person, based on the 

“Renaissance” style. The reason why we pay attention to outdoor activities 

lies in the need to prevent against the growing danger of the tyranny of new 

technologies. This tyranny can be considered to be an accompanying effect 

of our society. Dependence on using new technologies leads (and it will lead 

more and more) to the loss of independence of human thinking, affiliation to 

structured forms of information transfer and degradation of real education. 

For example, a common SMS mobile communication where Czech people 

usually don´t use any diacritic demages the culture of writing.  Or, we can 

mention the superficial internet searching information without a deeper 

context. Many people cannot orientate in a terrain without using GPS 

navigation. We can find more similar situations, where people are more and 

more dependent on materials and new technologies, and lose their own 

identity.   

 

A person who lives in the world of the outdoors often has a deeper relation 

towards nature. Modern civilized people are often confused by the 

phenomenon of the “Alternative Identity” which compensates them the loss 

of a contact with nature. In virtual space people can live in a “Second Life”. 

Here we can try to inhabit a virtual character and live his/her life without any 
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pain and risk. Both phenomena, the virtual space and the “Alternative 

Identity”, contain many generally attractive features. The human is freed 

from unpleasant physical feelings and is prevented from dangerous 

situations.   

 

W might expect that, because of the natural human tendency to simplify 

one´s life and to avoid exertion and discomfort, the phenomena of 

Alternative Identity and Second Life will present a new lifestyle for more and 

more people in the future.  

 

This is why we speak about the pedagogical aim of our paper.  We argue 

that it is possible to find if not new then a newly-discovered archetype of a 

the human who can resist contemporary trends – the loss of contact with 

nature and the comfort-seeking. It is not a solution for the majority. 

Nevertheless, a personal example can be an opportunity to influence the 

majority society, or at least some part of it, especially youth, in the forming 

of priorities based on moral values. It will present a key factor of a lifestyle 

for many young people.     

 

Methods 

This paper is rather specific in both form and content (in comparison with 

texts based on empirical research). For this reason it is not easy to maintain 

a formal structure of the article. We still want to try it because we believe it is 

possible to do this in a meaningful, even if a little non-standard, way.   

In the section called Methods we pay attention to the main points of the 

paper, and we try to describe the key ideas and to explain the opportunities 

for their interconnections. This section is the theoretical basis of the article. 

To clarify all the ideas we divide it into subsections.  
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Three approaches to outdoor activities 

1) Sportive 

Some prototype of the sportive approach to outdoor activities could be 

people who do sport outdoor activities (climbers, alpinists, ski-Alpinists, 

divers etc.). This approach is mostly considered as the self-evident one in 

the sphere of outdoor activities. Generally it is supposed that any human 

devoting his/her time to outdoor activities is “homo movens”, that means a 

“moving person” (Bednář, 2009). But for this, it is not necessary to speak 

about a kind of movement which is connected with the attribute “sportive”.  

Some lovers of tourism (hikers, canoeists, cyclotourists etc.) don´t regard 

themselves as sportsmen/women, and even more so  for fans of hiking or 

scouting.  The sportive approach to the outdoors (in our way of 

understanding) presents quite a high level of physical activity which is 

produced by the participants.      

 

Kinesiologists do not frequently use the word of “sportive” in its wider (and 

somewhat unprofessional) meaning - often used in everyday terms, where 

“sportive” means fair (behaving according to the rules of fair-play), generous 

and magnanimous. This term means a readiness to accept some risk and 

also to accept unpleasant situations with grace. This usage comes from the 

historical concept (in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, especially) in which a 

sportsman was the prototype of a gentleman.     

 

We believe it can be meaningful to include into a sportive approach all the 

mentioned meanings of the word of “sportive”. 

  

2) Poetical 

The poetical approach to the outdoors has very old roots. The basis of it 

was laid froém the moment when human started to perceive his/her 

surroundings in a poetical way.  The close contact with nature, life in nature 

(and surviving there) presented the natural part of any person, and human 
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movement was primarily performed in outdoor settings.  The poetical 

approach to nature in its narrow sense has been found in literature since 

ancient times. More modern examples can be constituted by the Romantic 

poets, who very often took their inspiration from nature and the outdoor 

environment. Some of them were real prototypes of the Romantic pilgrims, 

they were “outdoor persons” in a contemporary way of understanding. One 

of the best English Romantic poets George Gordon Byron was famous for 

his physical achievements. In 1810 he swam across the Dardanelles Strait 

which was an exceptional sportive performance. Among Romantic pilgrims 

we can include Percy Bysshe Shelley, Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin, or in 

the Czech context Karel Hynek Mácha.  

 

We will now present the importance of this tradition and some possibilities 

how to use the poetical approach to outdoor activities in contemporary 

society. 

 

3) Philosophical 

The philosophical approach to the outdoor sphere is problematized by the 

fact that philosophy is connected with a high level of abstraction. This is 

often scarcely acceptable or understandable for people who move and act in 

the practical settings of physical activities (outdoor activities represent the 

typical example). It is necessary to emphasize that if we speak about 

philosophy we don´t use either of two quite common non-professional 

interpretations. The first one takes philosophy as a strategy or conception, 

and the second sees philosophy as the personal opinion of some individual. 

Instead, we speak about philosophy as a something that brings a deeper 

searching for the meaning of our lives and a questioning about human 

being. We present philosophy as a love of wisdom (coming from the origin 

of the ancient Greek word filein and sophia), as the way how to see the 

world and looking for the natural relations of human being in the world.   
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The most practical part of philosophy is ethics. We want to use some ethical 

discourses which enable us to explain the details of the everyday life of 

outdoor activities with a philosophical approach. 

 

Some natural difficulties in searching for points of intersection 

There are more reasons why we can be sceptical concerning the idea of 

combining such different approaches to the outdoor sphere into a complex. 

A positivistic platform, which dominates in modern science, is based on the 

penetration into the details of one topic and it is ready to accept unilateral 

discourses. Then the positivistic scientists require exact and measurable 

outputs. This can be illustrated by the absolute superiority of quantitative 

researches over qualitative ones published in scientific journals. That is why 

science finds philosophy itself a bit dangerous or at least suspicious. 

Philosophy asks questions which cannot be exactly answered and 

interpreted in a definite way. Poetry is even more distant from science 

because it cannot be understood and explained in a scientific way of 

understanding. Scientific expression is based on explicit outputs, while for 

the poetical one it is a natural implicit formulation.  

 

We can find the least difficukty in the connection of sport and science. The 

discourse of the kinathropological (or kinesiological) approach is considered 

to be a standard one in the world of science. It comes from concrete settings 

and it provides many possibilities for exact measurements. The 

kinathropological subdisciplines can be systemised and they have a logical 

categorization. The majority of kinanthropological investigations are 

quantitative ones and they are based on methods of measurement.  

 

Of course, there is quite a large part of kinanthropology presented by the 

social sciences of sport, which contains (besides psychological, sociological 

and pedagogical disciplines) the philosophy of sport. In the Czech 
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interpretation we also often speak about “philosophical kinanthropology” 

(Jirásek, 2005). Our concept is mainly developed within philosophy of sport.      

The last difficulty we want to mention here is the relation between 

philosophy and poetry. Philosophers usually don´t enjoy language games 

based on outer similarities or easy word games, if they don´t lead to a 

deeper cognition. Philosophy, concerning its formal features, uses explicit 

forms of expression, although it applies different expressions than 

positivistic science. Poetry can contain very serious messages and can be 

very inspiring for the creative approach, but they are implicit. We would like 

to bring some ideas about the contribution of poetry for philosophical 

thinking in the parts of this text which are devoted to Martin Heidegger and 

Friedrich Hölderlin.  

 

However, at this moment we want to introduce one (poetical) wordplay 

which is easy and not serious. In spite of that it leads to an interesting 

conclusion. Etymology of the word ethics comes to the Greek term ethos. 

The word poetry originates from the word poiesis. The English adjectives 

ethical – poetical display the different origin of these words. However, in 

Czech language we can watch the interesting outer correspondence in 

these words (and their derivations). Here we can compare the words etika 

and poetika.  This similarity (typical for Slavonic languages, especially) 

became the topic for many different studies (for instance Penčič, 1970). 

Regardless this we would like to ask a specific question. Can it be 

meaningful to take poetry as “poethics”, which means post-ethics?  As 

something which comes after ethics?  

 

The frame of this question will be given now, and the evaluation of 

answering this question will be provided in conclusions of this paper. 

Science tries to describe the space of our being, piece after piece, and as 

exactly as possible. It always had to face concrete problems. Nor could any 

modern technological invention solve these problems. The majority of 
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people know many everyday situations in which science doesn´t bring a 

satisfactory solution. Religion gives us the key in the form of belief mostly 

through parables and stories and deeds of historical, mythical or fictive 

beings. Philosophy can help from a different position. It gives advice how 

and what about to ask. However, it hardly brings an answer in the form of an 

unambiguous instruction. Ethics, as the most practical sphere of philosophy, 

deals with moral aspects of human behaviour and describes the frame of 

written or non-written rules. Some streams of thinking (pragmatism, 

liberalism, environmentalism, utilitarism etc.) declare the ethical discourses 

and determines priorities which should be followed. In spite of all of these 

recommendations man stays a complicated and multi-dimensional being. 

For this reason it is not possible to find a simple pattern of his/her behaviour. 

Even ethics cannot bring some universal solutions.   

 

If the science cannot bring the answer and philosophy is not satisfying for 

us, we can look for the opportunity in poetry. Poetry comes at the moment 

when we are (even conversant with ethical principles) still confused. The 

importance of the poetical approach can be demonstrated with some 

masterpieces of world poetry. Speaking about shorter literary works we can 

mention William Shakespeare and his Sonnet 66 (Manos, 2011, 144), or 

Rudyard Kipling and his poem If (Smékal, 2006). The practical impact of 

these poems on the process of human behaviour in our cultural area are 

undoubtedly stronger than the influence of many theoretical ethical studies, 

which often remained covered with a cap of formal wrapping.  

 

Do we live poetically on the Earth? 

A German philosopher Martin Heidegger, after a long journey and a long 

wandering on the “phenomenological paths”, devoted his brain to 

fundamental ontology reached a turn of his thinking (die Kehre). Inspired by 

Friedrich Hölderlin´s poetry he asked about the poetical being of man. We 

would like to remiember his famous consideration Poetically Man Dwells 
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(Heidegger, 2006). Poetical and metaphorical perception of the world has 

been connected with mankind since the beginning of its existence. It is 

hidden in the ancient myths, Homeric epics, in the Bible (e. g. Song of 

Songs) and many other works. It presents a natural part of our culture. 

Heidegger´s insight is certainly very specific. The interconnection between 

philosophy and poetry is very inspiring in his concept. He brings a deep 

consideration about the phenomena transcending the sphere of our 

everyday perception. His work was developed in a very creative way by the 

Czech philosopher Jan Patočka (e. g. Patočka, 1996). Many exceptional 

ideas from Heidegger´s message were also explained and elaborated by 

Anna Hogenová (e. g. Hogenová, 2006), in the context of human 

movement, especially.  

 

There is not much space here to pay attention to any detailed analyses of 

poetry made by Heidegger. We will focus on Heidegger´s interpretation of 

some shorter poems (or even their parts) and make some conclusions 

concerning the sphere of outdoor activities.   

 

Do we live poetically on the Earth? This question cannot be answered 

definitely on a general level. Someone dwells on the Earth in a very poetical 

way. Somebody anaesthetizes this feature of his/her perception. However, 

the question itself is very important for us. It is a viewpoint for the 

announcement of the imperative formulated as a categorical one (Kant, 

2005): “Let´s dwell poetically on the Earth, let´s live here poetically.”  

 

If we keep the first part of the imperative, we get the chance to survive in 

more and more complicated conditions (a rapid development of new 

technologies and flooding with a mass of information which cannot be 

sorted) and preserve our dignity. If we keep the second part of the 

imperative, we are able to preserve a human dimension and face the danger 
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of unification and technocratization of our society, which can lead to its 

cyborgization.   

 

Results and Discussion 

We cannot present the results in general concept of the exact outputs here. 

In spite of this, we can speak about results in some way, which means the 

practical realization of the ideas contained in the previous section . We 

suggest a discussion on these ideas. Or better, we want to create a space 

for the discussion about them.  

 

An outline of the poetics of Trakl´s poem Winter Evening  

Heidegger´s work influenced many readers, and he has also got some 

successors. Of course, there are a lot of opponents and disagreeing 

reactions. Undoubtedly, the difficulty, ambiguity and perhaps 

incomprehensibility of his expression multiplied them. In some ways, this 

holds most for Heidegger´s late work, where he often breaks formal 

language structures and creates many neologisms. Thinking of poetry 

presents in his conception a new way of the “philosophising poetry”. The 

late Heidegger’s work likewise contains a consideration called Poetically 

Man Dwells.  

 

However, some time before, he started to develop his poetical approach in 

his famous lecture The Speech (Die Sprache). Firstly we would like to 

introduce one of the poems which led Heidegger towards very interesting 

ideas. This is Winter Evening by Georg Trakl. This poem is presented here 

in the English translation. Only in the case of the second stanza we use the 

German original in order to have a comparison for our ideas. The first 

stanza says:  

Winter Evening 

When snow falls against the window, 

long sounds the evening bell ... 

For so many has the table 

been prepared, the house set in order. (Trakl, 2010, 111; Transl. by Jim Doss). 
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Heidegger notices the safe and peaceful illusion of home where the 

atmosphere of the evening is connected with a house and the house is 

described as well cultivated. The pithiness of Trakl´s formulations is obvious 

and Heidegger evaluates it very much. Then he develops a lot of his own 

thinking associations brought by the poem. The evening bell´s sound 

confronts the mortal with the divine. The house itself has for Heidegger a 

great importance, providing opportunities for dwelling which is considered as 

Being-there (Dasani), one of the keywords for all Heidegger´s work. The 

possibilities for dwelling aren´t presented just as “Present-at-Hand” 

understanding. They mean to fulfil the place with lived experience. The 

essence of the place relates to the essence of the thing (this is a topic of 

Heidegger´s famous consideration about a jug). The contrast between the 

interior and the exterior is emphasized in the second stanza. For a 

comparison we give both the English and German versions:  

 

Mancher auf der Wanderschaft, 

Kommt ans Tor auf dunklen Pfaden.  

Golden blüht der Baum der Gnaden  

Aus der Erde kühlen Saft.  

(in Heidegger, 2006, 50). 

Some in their wanderings,    

come to the gate on dark paths.  

Love's soft power tends   

his wound full of grace.  

(Trakl, 2010, 111; transl. by Jim Doss). 

 

Dark paths contain the features of danger, darkness and homeless. 

However, they hide a mystery and a challenge for the wandering as well. A 

path is a symbol of uncertainty, a house is a symbol of security. Every place 

has got its significant atmosphere. A famous Norwegian historian and art 

theoretician Christian Norberg-Schulz talks about this atmosphere in his 

book Genius Loci. The part of this book devoted Trakl´s poem Winter 

Evening and its Heidegger´s interpretation is very impressive. A contrast 

between the exterior (paths) and interior (a house) is metaphorized as the 

contrast between the form and the content (Norberg-Schulz, 2010, 8).  
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Comparing the third verses of both translations (considering the English 

translation is just one of many possible interpretations), we can see there 

are very different forms of expression used. The German version says:: 

“Golden blüht der Baum der Gnaden“ (”golden blossom of the tree of 

blessing“) while the English one says “wound full of grace”. Very different 

words were used to express the same idea. This is a privilege of poetry, 

which doesn´t use explicit forms of expression and keeps a space for the 

“no” uttered. This is generally considered as a major mistake in scientific 

publications. In some reviews we can read formulations such as “I am 

confused by the author´s expression” or “this part is not clear to me” and so 

on. The review wants to say that “this part is wrong because I don´t 

understand it.”  

 

Concerning poetry, there is no necessity to understand the poet´s idea in 

detail. Of course, some critics try to make an effort towards that. Then they 

often find in the poem a lot of things which the author didn´t want to include. 

On the other hand, speculations like this can develop the impact of the work 

and to bring it to readers. In its ambiguity and multi-dimensionality poetry is 

inspiring. To analyse it and to understand it is never enough. It is necessary 

to set off on a journey if we want to create a significant picture from some 

words and sentences. This challenge for wandering – to set off on the 

journey – can be a key point for the interconnection between poetry and 

outdoor activities.  

The last stanza of the Trakl´s poem says: 

 

In stillness, wanderer, step in: 

grief has worn the threshold into stone. 

But see: in pure light, glowing 

there on the table: bread and wine.  

(Trakl, 2010, 111). Transl. by Jim Doss. 

 

A pilgrim returns (from outside) into the safety of his home. He comes from 

the darkness into light, from cold to warm. He finds the table set with bread 
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and wine. The light of the house wouldn´t exist without the contrast with the 

outer darkness. It wouldn´t exist without a connection with the outer world, 

and wine and bread are the gifts of the Earth. The golden blossom of the 

tree of blessing is a symbol of opulence and fertility. This means the outer 

world is just cold and dark. The contrast between the outer and inner 

merges at a certain moment and there is a symbiosis between them. 

Existence fulfils its meaning in the Fourhold (Geviert) which connects 

Heaven, the Earth, the Divine and the Mortal. Heidegger plays with all these 

symbols, partly with incredible perfectionism and consistency, and partly he 

develops them freely, creating new thinking constructions and neologisms. 

His detailed analysis is “poetized” with its significant shape. His approach is 

both precise and inspiring (Hogenová, 2008). 

 

Winter Evening contains a great number of pictures, hidden and open 

meanings in just twelve verses. Martin Heidegger showed that it is possible 

via a personal perception and thinking to multiply the power of the message 

and to breathe many new lives into this poem. Not everybody can be Martin 

Heidegger, of course. Such an exceptional personality comes to the world 

only once in a couple of years. Even though everybody has an opportunity 

to perceive poetry from his/her point of view and give it a specific and 

unique meaning.  Leaving the leadership of Martin Heidegger we can look at 

Trakl´s poem from the outdoor person´s point of view and notice some other 

counterpoints and their consequent harmony. There are many motives 

suitable for a person “on the road” – home and homeless, arrival and 

departure, nature and culture, standstill and movement or means and goal. 

The pithiness of Trakl´s poem is the key to how to approach poetry. Not a 

large number of long poems, but one or two verses which sound in the 

wanderer´s ears. The verses which could by modified and developed in 

many different ways.  
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A small step towards a poetics of outdoor   

"Though he has to earn a living, Man dwells poetically on this earth." 

(Hölderlin, 2009). This sentence comes from Friedrich Hölderlin´s poem In 

Lovely Blue and became a motto for Heidegger´s consideration.   

The beginning of the poem is very impressive:  

In lovely blue blooms the steeple with its metal roof.  

Around the roof swirls the swallows’ cry, 

surrounded by most touching blue. 

Hölderlin, F. (2009). Transl. by George Kalogerius 

 

For a comparison we add the first sentence in a German original and Czech 

translation.  

 

In lieblicher Bläue blühet mit dem metallenen 

Dache der Kirchturm.  

(in Heidegger, 1993, 76).  

V rozmilé modři 
kvete kovovou střechou kostelní věž.  

(Hölderlin, 1977, 133. Transl.by Vladimír Mikeš). 

 

Heidegger considered Hölderlin as one of the greatest thinkers. According 

to Heidegger, Hölderlin was the greatest poet of all time. A serious mental 

disease, from which he was suffering for nearly all of the second half of his 

life, influenced his work in a very specific way – it is very difficult to orientate 

in a net of complicated ideas, pictures and metaphors. The depth of 

Hölderlin´s poetry cannot be examined here and it is not the aim of our text.  

Looking at the first sentence of his poem we can be struck with the idea that 

everything substantial that makes a person get up early in the morning, pack 

a rucksack and set out for a trip is contained here. “In lovely blue blooms the 

steeple with its metal…” 

 

How this picture differs, village from village, how it varies in different periods 

of the day or of the year, how many different associations connecting the 

ground and the sky, the mundane and the divine can be found here. Or, just 

the feeling of a slight thrill and chill inside a human soul on a Sunday 
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morning in a village square with a view over the meadows  

behind the village.     

 

It is not necessary that everyone who leaves a warm and safe home and 

accepts the discomfort of a journey would have to develop as complicated 

considerations as Hölderlin does in his poetry. However, it is very beneficial 

if we maintain the thrill and chill brought by poetry. That is why we don´t 

need to analyse poetry at any cost, to compare and order it according to its 

quality. Real quality remains under the wheels of time and is resistant to 

changes of style and different trends of fashion. The pictures come and go, 

lose their colours, change their content, but the ability to create pictures 

(metaphorical pictures), to spread them, to colour them and sometimes to 

re-draw them, is the sense of poetry.  

 

That is why the lovers and supporters of outdoor life gather around 

campfires. That is the reason why Czech Tramping Music arose. After some 

time the worse songs are lost and disappear. There comes new fashion 

trends and they change. Nevertheless, everything which contains an 

important message and which transcends the horizon of our everydayness 

persists. The point doesn´t reside in a comparison of top poetical works (like 

Trakl or Hölderlin) with Tramping Music. That would be more than 

controversial. The point is to catch the poetical while and try to search for 

the inspiration in poetry. The more patient and deeply thinking people will 

find the way to understand even more difficult and deeper poetry.  

 

As an explanation of this idea we would like to introduce a part of the song 

The Grass Snake (Užovka) composed by the Czech folk musician and 

singer Jan Nedvěd. We would like to avoid any comparison of the 

personalities of selected authors (which could even be understood as 

provocative in some way). Our goal is to form a picture and let the words 

impress themselves on our feelings.  
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The Grass snake (Užovka) 

... the stork nests and the copper of the church roofs, 

the rows of vineyards and some signs on the old walls, 

creaky graveyard gates  

and a pastor crossin´ a village green in a rush … 

(transl. by Emanuel Hurych,  

this is not a poetical translation. It was made just for the reasons of this text) 

 

The original Czech lyrics  

... čapí hnízda a měď kostelních střech,  

zákryty vinic, nápisy na starejch zdech,  

hřbitovní rozvrzaný vrátka  

a pan farář spěchá přes náves dál …  

(Nedvěd, 1994, 21). 

       

The message of each of the poems (the other one is a song, in fact) is 

completely different. The same goes for the seriousness of them. 

Nevertheless a picture created in our minds during a morning walk might be 

similar. Or, these pictures can even merge, support each other and 

strengthen the intensity of our feelings. On one hand this presents a rather 

fragmental approach to poetry, on the other hand the attention paid to a 

certain detail can help us to penetrate deeper, and it becomes an intensive 

part of our experience.  

 

From the motivation point of view, one verse or couple of verses play an 

important role. They can be the proper bond which ties a practically based 

person with a world of poetry. Lovers of the outdoors often present 

themselves as harsh and non-sentimental “men of action” who don´t prefer 

gentle words and high manners, nor long speeches. This influences their 

poetics, and changes it - but it doesn´t decrease their sense of poetry.   

Poetry accepted in an active way develops creativity and independence of 

human thinking. It enlarges a spiritual dimension of any human and leads 

him/her to a higher level of generosity. 
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It often complicates his/her decision making, but it can help to break clichés 

and formal structures. This makes a person approach the world in more 

complex way. These are the reasons why we should support the poetry of 

everydayness. Any impulse for a more poetical way of perception presents 

(paraphrasing Neil Armstrong) "one small step for man but one giant leap 

for our society".  

 

Some ethical pictures from the world of the outdoors 

To follow the previous section  we can mention some ethical discourses. In 

our line etika – po-etika (ethics – post-ethics) we follow the inversion 

process (provided our premise that poetics come after ethics) . There is a 

good reason for this, which will be explained here.   

 

In the world of the outdoors, pride and scrupulousness are evaluated very 

highly. Many rules are unwritten but their breach means serious misconduct. 

A Czech folk singer Stanislav Wabi Daněk was inspired by Kerouac´s book 

On the Road (Kerouac, 1976), which became a cult work of the Beat 

Generation, and he composed a song (in Czech) with the same title On the 

Road where he sings: 

On the Road 

So, tell me why shall I rule  

the knowledge contained in the books?  
What is good, I recognise myself. What is bad, I will cross off through my life.  

(transl. by Emanuel Hurych, this is not a poetical translation. It was made just for the reasons of this 

text) 

The original Czech lyrics  

Tak mi řekni, na co vlastně mám  

moudrosti vyčtený z knížek. 

Co je dobrý, na to přijdu sám, 

 co je špatný, za tím křížek udělám 

 (Daněk, 2010, 17).  

 

This attitude of a roamer (a hitchhiker) is typical for a protest against an 

indoctrinated culture. It recovers the specific conception of good and evil. 

This is based on the idea that the proper steps in life originate from the 
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character of every person, and are connected with his/her previous 

experience and attitude to life, and from individual thinking. This empirical 

complex replaces theoretical knowledge. It is not necessary to know Kant´s 

categorical imperative, pragmatism, or any other ethical discourses. 

According to this concept the process of decision making is intuitive and 

comes from intrinsic values.  The protest against indoctrinated ethics, a kind 

of general rebellion, has got its extreme dimension in the rejection of 

gathering information. There are limits to this rejection, of course - it cannot 

be strict and consistent because then it will lead to a negation of culture and 

education altogether. 

 

There are no possibilities to develop ethical aspects of the outdoors into a 

complex shape because poetical aspects are the more important ones for 

this article. That is why we introduce just one (very extreme) example from 

practical settings, which can help us to explain our concept.  

 

This is a real story of two British alpinists – Simon Yates and Joe Simpson. 

It happened in the Andes in Peru in 1985. They both climbed the summit of 

Siula Grande (more than 6000 metres above sea level). During the descent 

they got into serious trouble because of bad weather. Joe Simpson fell down 

the slope and broke his leg. Yates tried to help Simpson, keeping him on the 

rope for a long time. There was no possibility for Simpson to climb up and 

so Yates decided to cut the rope. Simpson fell but survived. Although he 

was seriously injured, he managed to save himself and to get to civilization.  

Yates was later blamed for cutting the rope, and felt pressure from 

journalists and some climbers. A few years later Simpson wrote the book 

Touching the Void (Simpson, 1988) describing the story, and in 2003 the 

story was filmed.  

 

Simpson tries in his book to show that Yates´ decision perhaps saved both 

their lives. He speaks about “the only choice” (Simpson, 1994, 78). If Yates 
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hadn´t cut the rope, both of them would have died. The intricacy of this 

decision is huge. The ethical dilemma of it is a topic for large studies. For 

that matter Simpson´s book presents one of them.  

 

There is no universal solution. Ethical rules based on the principles of 

general correctness can say that Yates´ acting was wrong. Immanuel Kant 

emphasizes the categorical imperative which pays unconditionally despite 

the immediate situation. He speaks about the autonomy of the will. That 

means our will is autonomous only if it is determined by the rules which are 

inside us (Kant, 1993, 44).  

 

Kant´s metaphysics of morals creates a large complex of ideas, rules and 

norms which couldn´t be simplified at this place. However, if the categorical 

imperative wants us to behave in harmony with the law-making principles, 

then we can say that cutting the rope cannot be in agreement with the 

principles of the alpinists´ ethics, no matter how complicated the real 

situation is. On the other hand, there are some hypothetical imperatives. 

Perhaps, this situation can be connected with them. 

 

Arthur Schopenhauer says that anything we do doesn´t have a moral value 

if our behaviour is motivated by the egoistic aim (Schopenhauer, 1995, 16). 

At the same time he argues that our will cannot be ruled and that will is the 

main principle of ethics. His approach is, unlike Kant, deterministic. 

Schopenhauer believes that a person doesn´t change and that his/her  

decisions are determined beforehand.  

 

A completely different attitude can be seen in the case of William James 

who built a pragmatic way of thinking based on the concept of a free will and 

a possibility to fulfil this will freely (James, 1956, 153). Pragmatism 

evaluates human behaviour according to the results which present a key 

point for decision making.     
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The point of the above story is that Yates didn´t know what the result would 

be like. He himself admits that he didn´t suppose that the result of his acting 

would be saving two lives. His motivation was to save one life – his own. On 

the other hand, the choice was not like “which life should I save – mine or 

the other?” This kind of choice would completely change the situation. It is 

certainly possible to examine and evaluate Yates´ decision according to 

theoretical principles. One way of this evaluation was made by Simpson 

himself. What is not possible is to find some universally proper solution of 

this situation. And we can even say, the more you know about different 

ethical principles, the more you put yourself in a “Hamlet position” in which 

any decision cannot be made in time. The goal of these lines is not to 

suggest any recommendations as to how to behave in situations like this. 

The Bible says: “He who is without sin among you, let him be the first to 

throw a stone.”   

 

The point lies elsewhere – the ethical discourses could be so complicated 

and ambiguous that they can present an obstacle in practical situations. 

Then poetry and perhaps the simplest things (the songs about prospectors 

in Alaska, for instance) can help us in a more effective way. 

 

Conclusions   

The never-ending strife between theory and practice 

The above very extreme example displayed how complicated can be the 

effort to apply theoretical principles to the concrete situation and how difficult 

can be the transfer form theory to practice. The variety of different points of 

view (and their applications) can forever lead to a diversification of this 

process. Some thinkers succeeded in connecting their ideas with their 

behaviour, and for some of them it brought mnay serious troubles (e. g. 

Socrates, Jan Hus, Jan Patočka). In other cases the relation between one´s 

way of thinking and one´s private life was at least ambiguous (e. g. Friedrich 

Nietzsche, or Martin Heidegger). 
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Theoretical knowledge doesn´t mean that all the principles will be applied in 

practice in a proper way. A simple example is first aid provision – where 

someone cannot provide good first aid although he/she has got all the 

theoretical knowledge (for example because of psychical failure). However, 

someone else can act in an intuitive way and be successful even without a 

theoretical basis.  

 

In spite of these examples we believe that, generally, knowledge is 

beneficial in these cases, and that the medicinal literacy of the population 

can increase the success rate of saved people.   

 

Practical settings are changeable, and each situation is unrepeatable. That 

means the theoretical equipment is merely a potential. Its fulfilment is up to 

every person. Nevertheless, it is the necessary and useful equipment.  

There has to be some kind of balance presented. All of us know the 

examples of dualistic division into “intellectuals” and “sportsmen”, or into 

“theoreticians” and “practitioners”. Harmonization of the extreme dimensions 

is based on elimination of the animosity of intellectuals towards sportsmen 

and the contempt which sportsmen often have for intellectuals.      

 

 

Sportsman/women, poet and philosopher – is it a possible 

combination? 

Everyone who likes outdoor activities has some reason to spend his/her 

time in this way. It can be sportive-competition motive (Lipiec, 1999), on the 

level of rivalization (competing against others) or on the level of 

perfectionism (overcoming individual limits). The other motives can be social 

(needs to spend time with somebody, or on contrary to be alone). For some 

people love of nature and searching for natural beauties can be the proper 

motivation. Some people see outdoor activities as a lifestyle feature (e. g. a 

model of ecological behaviour). Health aspects of outdoor activities, with 
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movement in unpolluted surroundings, can motivate others. A strong desire 

for adventure and for experience presents a significant and often-examined 

kind of motivation (Kirchner & Hogenová eds., 2001; Jirásek, 2001; Bednář, 

2012). Undoubtedly we can find more different reasons why people do 

outdoor activities.  

 

These (outer) kinds motivation are connected with some other factors. They 

come from the conditions in which the person lives, or lived in the past. They 

also consist in genetic dispositions, education, parents and friends, role 

models, and all the process of life into which (as Heidegger says) everybody 

has been thrown.  

 

Bednář (2009, 11–27) presents a structure of human patterns in the form of 

anthropological paradigms. He introduces different concepts. Homo movens 

is a person for whom movement means an essential part of his/her life.  

Other archetype is homo explorans, a person investigating, exploring and 

researching. Homo sapiens and homo spectator give a space for the 

development of a philosophical human dimension. The first one with his/her 

wisdom and love of wisdom, the other one with his/her position of a non-

aligned spectator has good possibilities for questioning about the meaning 

of human being. Bednář mentions homo ethicus as well. We argue that he 

needn´t urgently be „homo theor-ethicus“ but rather a person taking care of 

a moral dimension.This classification doesn´t include any homo poeticus. 

However, some other archetypes (homo creator, homo pictor or homo 

symbolicus) show that a poetical dimension is contained in human acting 

and behaviour in many different contexts (and we can add one more 

archetype – homo ludens). 

 

Human patterns are an interesting example of the complexity of human 

tendencies, abilities, interests and skills. None of us is just an extreme type - 

everyone bears many different features typical for different archetypes.    
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Our goal is to suggest a natural model of the “outdoor being” which needn´t 

be institutionalized, or even indoctrinated.  A personality such as this should 

make a pedagogical impact on the society with his/her personal example. 

He/she doesn´t present any distinctive archetype. Each personality 

belonging in this frame is unique. They can be very different personalities 

from the outer point of view (that goes for their character and way of thinking 

as well). A personality like this should be independent of the written rules.  

The key point for creating this model is the meaningful interconnection of 

our three mentioned approaches. The synergic effect should be supported 

here. This personality should carry a bit of a sportsman/woman, philosopher 

and poet.  

 

A sportsman/woman fills the outdoor space with action, he/she is in 

permanent movement and brings a necessary physical dimension. Through 

him/her our model finds a concrete basis in a sportsman/woman´s life.  

A philosopher brings an idea into outdoor space, he/she comes with 

questioning, gives opportunities to enlarge mental and spiritual horizons. In 

harmony with the old motto “where there's a will there's a way” his approach 

enables us to postpone not just the mental but even the physical limits of a 

person. A philosopher is the one who thinks.   

 

To live and to think it is the privilege and right of the human, but it is not 

enough. To achieve human complexity we need something more. And then 

a poet comes. He gives a perception of beauty and ugliness, initiates fancy 

and wakes creativity.  A poet is one who feels.  

 

If we can find inside of ourselves these three features, three approaches 

and three human dimensions, we can say: Let´s swim, let´s climb the 

mountains, let´s roam in faraway countries, let´s entertain, let´s enjoy, let´s 

sing, let´s read, let´s think, let´s create and let´s feel. Let´s respect nature 

and let´s learn to live in harmony with it. The contemporary tendency of  the 
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majority behaviour of this Euro-American society goes against these ideas 

and suggestions.  That is why somebody has to do it. Let´s listen to Konrad 

Lorenz who warned us against this danger and try to warn against the 

waning of humaneness (Lorenz, 1997).  

 

A sportsman/woman, a philosopher and a poet. That means to live, to think 

and to feel.   
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